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PREFACE 
The purpose of this manual is to provide a means by which a user may 
apply the snowmelt-runoff model (SRM) unaided. To this effect, model 
structure, conditions of application, and data requirements, including 
remote sensing, are described. Guidance is given for determining various 
model variables and parameters. Possible sources of error are discussed and 
conversion of SRM from the simulation mode to the operational fore- 
casting mode is explained. A computer program is presented for running 
SRM which should be easily adaptable to most systems used by water 
resources agencies. 
In view of the variety of snowmelt conditions that may be encountered, 
it is not possible to foresee all situations in which the model may be 
applied. The authors will be glad to assist users with specific problems 
that may not be answered by the manual. 
Special gratitude is extended to the Goddard Space Flight Center and the 
Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research for their support of 
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INTRODUCTION 
The snowmelt-runoff model (SRM; also referred to in the literature as the“Martinec Model” or 
“Martinet-Rango Model”) is designed to simulate and forecast daily streamflow in mountain 
basins where snowmelt is a major runoff factor. SRM was developed by Martinet (Reference 1) 
in small European basins. With the advent of satellite snow-cover data in the 197O.q it became 
possible to test SRM in larger basins. Using Landsat data the model was successfully applied to 
various basins in the U.S.A. (References 2,3, and 4). Figure 1 illustrates the relative size of some of 
the basins in which the model has been tested so far. Based on these tests, the model was adapted 
to a wide range of basin and data characteristics. 
RANGE OF CONDITIONS FOR MODEL APPLICATION 
Basin Conditions 
The size of the basin to which SRM is applied does not yet seem to be a limiting factor. The 
model so far has been used on basins ranging from 2.65 km2 to 4000 km2 (Kings River, California; 
Reference 5) with no serious problems encountered. As pointed out by Rango and Martinet 
(Reference 6), however, the accuracy of simulation generally decreases as the basin size increases 
because of sparse hydrometeorological data networks. 
As already mentioned, SRM is to be used in a mountain basin with significant snow accumulation. 
The total basin relief (amplitude of elevation) encountered on watersheds tested so far has ranged 
between 350 and 4000 m. No problems are envisaged in application of the model to basins with 
a greater total relief, however, in basins with less total relief problems may arise due to the fact 
that SRM may not be applicable to non-mountain basins. 
SRM has been used in mountain basins ranging in climate conditions from humid to semi-arid 
with no serious limitations. It seems, however, that simulations tend to be less accurate when 
there are significant amounts of rainfall during the snowmelt period. 
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Figure 1. Area and total basin relief (AH) of a selection of basins in which the snowmelt-runoff 
model has been applied. 
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Data Quality 
The model requires good daily air-temperature and precipitation data and periodical monitoring of 
snow-covered area in the given basin by satellites, aircraft, or visual observations. Long term 
historical data sets are not necessary (but helpful, if available) because little or no optimization 
(calibration) of the model parameters is necessary. The model can be run with as little as l-2 
years of record. 
Daily discharge data from the basin are required to determine the recession coefficient and, other- 
wise, only to evaluate the accuracy of simulation. The discharge preceding the start of the snow- 
melt season (winter baseflow) must be known or estimated for initializing the model. Past continu- 
ous discharge records (hydrographs), if available, are useful to determine the time lag between the 
temperature and discharge cycles. 
The optimum conditions for accurate simulation of runoff have been identified as follows 
(Reference 6): (1) temperature and precipitation are recorded at the mean elevation of the basin 
inside the basin boundaries (or at the zonal mean elevation for large basins); (2) snow cover is 
available reliably once per week to detect short-term variations in zonal area1 extent; (3) several 
climatological stations are available for large basins, especially in areas with frequent summer 
precipitation events; and (4) several years of daily runoff records have been acquired for the 
determination of the recession coefficient. Decreasesin accuracy will be expected as these optimum 
conditions are compromised. However, acceptable simulations will result even under the following 
minimum conditions; (1) temperature and precipitation data are observed outside the basin at a 
considerable horizontal and vertical distance; (2) snow-cover observations are only available two 
to three times during the snowmelt season; (3) climatological observations are not possible at 
multiple stations; and (4) no runoff records are available so that the recession coefficient must be 
estimated from the basin size (see section Recession Coefficient). 
MODEL OUTPUT PRODUCTS 
In the simulation mode, SRM produces daily discharge values from the start until the end of the 
snowmelt period (usually l-6 months) using the actual sequence of temperatures and the deple- 
tion curves of the snow coverage obtained from snow-cover monitoring. Because updating is not 
necessary, no measured discharge values are required. Consequently, simulations can serve not 
only for model testing but also serve to establish discharge series in ungauged basins. Instead of 
real temperatures, hypothetical values can be substituted in order to simulate, for example, the 
effect of future changes of climate on the runoff. Seasonal volume simulations are obtained by 
summing the daily flows over the period of interest. Outside the snowmelt period, SRM can be 
operated but careful attention must be paid to the runoff coefficients in which are included the 
effects of evapotranspiration and soil moisture which are not as important during snowmelt. 
For operational short-term discharge forecasts, SRM is run with similarly short-term temperature 
and precipitation forecasts and extrapolations of the snow-cover depletion curves. The forecasting 
period can be from 1 day to several weeks depending on the range of temperature forecasts. In 
such a forecast mode, periodical updating with actual temperatures and discharges and with recent 
snow-cover information is desirable. The model can also be used for seasonal forecasts of the 
expected runoff volumes ranging from several weeks to the total duration of the snowmelt season. 
Such forecasts are based on medium-range prediction techniques, climatological records, or on 
statistically determined sequences of temperatures and precipitation. An extrapolation of the 
snow-cover depletion curves taking into account the forecasted temperatures is also required. 
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MODEL STRUCTURE 
Each day during the snowmelt season, the water produced from snowmelt and from rainfall is 
computed, superimposed on the calculated recession flow, and transformed into the daily dis- 
charge from the basin according to Equation (1). 
Q n+l =‘n Ian (Tn +ATn)sn +‘nl 86400 A ’ o’ol (1 -kn+l) + Qn kn+l (1) 
where 3 -1 Q = average daily discharge in m s 
c = runoff coefficient expressing the losses as a ratio (runoff/precipitation) 
a = degree-day factor (cm l “C-l l d-l ) indicating the snowmelt depth resulting from 
1 degree-day 
T = number of degree-days (‘C-d) 
AT = the adjustment by temperature lapse rate necessary because of the altitude differ- 
ence between the temperature station and the average hypsometric elevation of the 
basin or zone 
S = ratio of the snow-covered area to the total area 
P = precipitation contributing to runoff (cm). A preselected threshold temperature, 
TC RIG, determines whether this contribution is rainfall and immediate. 
A = area of the basin or zone in m2 
0.01 -= conversion from cm l m2 l d-l to m3 l s-’ 
86400 
k = recession coefficient indiceting the decline of discharge in a period without 
snowmelt or rainfall: k = m+l 
Q, 
(m, m+l are the sequence of days during a true recession flow period) 
n = sequence of days during the discharge computation period. Equation (1) is 
written for a time lag between the daily temperature cycle and the resulting 
discharge cycle of 18 hours. As a result, the number of degree-days measured 
on the nth day corresponds to the discharge on the n+l day. Different lag times 
will result in the proportioning of day n snowmelt between discharges occurring 
on days n, n+l and possibly n+2. 
Data available in English units can be converted into the SI system and vice versa by the following 
conversion factors : 
Conversion Factors 
Q[m3 s-l 1 = 0 02832 Q[ft3 s-l I . 
Q[ft3 s-l I = 35.31 Q[m3 s-l] 
A[km21 = 2.59 A[mi2] 
A[mi2 1 = 0.386 A[km21 
T[“C l dl = 5/9 T[(‘F-32) l dl 
T[(‘F-32) l dl = 915 T[“C l dl 
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a[cm*‘C-l l d-l ] = 4.57 a[in*(‘F-32)-l l d-l] 
a [in*(“F-32)-l *d-l ] = 0.22 a[cm=‘C-’ l d-l ] 
P[cml = 2.54 P[inl 
P[in] = 0.39 P[cm] 
For Q in ft3 s-l, a in in . (OF-32’) * d-l, T in (‘F-32’) * d, P in in and A in-mi2, the conversion 
constant 0.01/86400 in Equation (1) becomes 2323200/86400. For A in ft2*, the conversion 
constant becomes 0.0833/86400. 
In Equation (I), T, S, and P are variables to be measured or determined each day; whereas, c, a, k, 
and AT are parameters which are characteristic for a given basin or, more generally, for a given 
climate. The parameters are evaluated before hand from actual data, observations, or prior know- 
ledge, or they are estimated by analogy from other basins. In addition, the area-elevation curve of 
the basin is required in order to determine the altitude difference for the extrapolation of 
temperature. If the elevation range of the basin exceeds 500 m, it is recommended to divide the 
basin into elevation zones of about 500 m each. For an elevation range of about 1500 m and three 
elevation zones A, B, and C, the model equation becomes: 
Q n+l = ‘An LaAn (Tn + AT,,) SAn + PAn ] A~6~~~01 + 
‘Bn [agn (T, + ATBn) SB, + PBnl AB ’ 0’01 + 86400 
(2) 
cCn [aCn (T, + ATcn> SC, +PCnI AC l 0*01 
86400 (1 -kn+l)+Qnkn+l 
The indices A, B, and C refer to the appropriate elevation zone, and, again, a time lag of 18 hours 
is assumed. 
In the simulation mode, the model can function without updating during the snowmelt period. 
The discharge data serve only to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation. In ungauged basins the 
simulation is started with a discharge estimated by analogy to a nearby gauged basin. In the 
forecasting mode, if the discharge data are available, the model provides an option for updating 
on a periodic basis with actual discharge. 
DETERMINATION OF MODEL VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS 
Basin Characteristics 
Basin and Zone Areas 
The basin boundary is defined by the location of the streamgauge (or some arbitrary point on the 
streamcourse) and the watershed divide as identified on a topographic map. The basin boundary 
can be drawn on a variety of map scales. For the larger basins, a 1:250,000 scale map is adequate. 
After examining the elevation range between the streamgauge and the highest point in the basin 
(total basin relief), elevation zones can be delineated in intervals of about 500 m or 1500 ft. In 
addition to drawing the basin and zone boundaries, several intermediate topographic contour 
lines should be highlighted for later use in constructing the area-elevation curve. Once the 
boundaries and the contours have been determined, the areas formed by these boundaries should 
be planimetered, manually or automatically. Figure 2 shows the elevation zones and areas of the 
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Figure 2. Elevation zones and areas of the South Fork of the Rio Grande basin, Colorado, U.S.A. 
South Fork of the Rio Grande basin in Colorado, U.S.A. The elevation range of 1408 m dictated 
the division of the basin into three elevation zones. Once the zones are defined, the various model 
variables and parameters are applied to each zone for the calculation of snowmelt runoff. To 
facilitate this application, the mean hypsometric elevation of the zone must be determined through 
use of an area-elevation curve. 
Area-Elevation Curve 
By using the zone boundaries plus other selected contour lines in the basin, the areas enclosed by 
various elevation contours can be determined by planimetering. These data can be plotted (area 
vs. elevation) and an area-elevation (hypsometric) curve drawn as shown in Figure 3 for the South 
Fork basin. The zonal mean hypsometric elevation,x, can then be determined from this curve 
by balancing the areas above and below the mean elevation as shown in Figure 3. TheTi value is 
used as the elevation to which base station temperatures are extrapolated for the calculation of 
zonal degree-days. 
Variables 
Temperature and Degree-Days 
Although a minimum of one temperature station is required in order to apply SRM to a given 
basin, the ideal situation would have temperature measurements made at the 5 of each elevation 
zone. As this is usually not the case, the location of one temperature station at the mean hypso- 
metric elevation of the entire basin would be desirable. Both of these situations minimize the 
vertical distance that temperatures would have to be extrapolated for application in the model. 
If this is not possible, the use of two stations, one at the bottom of the basin and one near the top 
would permit computation of an actual temperature lapse rate to be used in extrapolation to the 
various zones. Usually, however, data from only one temperature station at low elevation, and 
many times not even located inside the basin, must be used to calculate the degree-days for melting 
snow in the lowest to the highest elevation zones of the basin. When one station is used, a lapse rate 
has to be assumed in order to extrapolate degree-days from the base station to the appropriate 
mean hypsometric elevation. 
Air temperature expressed in degree-days is used in SRM as an index of the complex energy 
balance leading to snowmelt. At stations where hourly readings are made, the number of degree- 
days for each 24-hour period is determined by summing the hourly temperatures and dividing by 
24 and using 0°C as the base temperature. Where only maximum and minimum temperatures 
(Tmax~ Tnnn) are available, the number of degree-days (in”C> is determined as 
T = Tmax i Tmin (3) 
The degree-day figures refer to the 24-hour period starting at 0600 hours with the corresponding 
discharge referring to periods shifted according to the time lag of the basin. As indicated by 
Linsley, et al. (Reference 7), all negative differences in the degree-day values in Equation (3) are 
taken as zero. 
There are several methods for dealing with the actual temperatures used in calculating the degree- 
day value. When using the max-min approach, the most common way is to use the temperatures 
as they are recorded and calculate the average daily temperature. Garstka, et al. (Reference 8), 
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Figure 3. Determination of zonal mean hypsometric elevations (?;) using an area-elevation for the 
South Fork of the Rio Grande basin. 
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temperatures, especially the depression of the minimum, is very large so that the average temper- 
ature will many times turn out to be below O°C indicating no degree-days. Even so, during part 
of the day snowmelt conditions may have prevailed due to temperatures reaching as high as lo- 
15’C. In order to counteract this problem, an effective minimum temperature approach can be 
used. In essence, whenever Tmi,, <O°C it becomes Tmin = 0°C before being entered into 
Equation (3). It appears that this approach gives a better representation of the heat factor for use 
in snowmelt-runoff studies (Reference 8). Treating minimum temperatures below the freezing 
point as 0°C can also be employed when using hourly temperatures to calculate the degree-days. 
If all hourly temperatures of both T 
are taken as zero. It is recommende r 
andT . 
% use thp; T 
are below O”C, however, then the degree-days 
fective minimum temperature approach for 
calculating degree-days for use in SRM. The model and computer program can also accept the 
average temperature approach, however, if the user feels that it better represents the snowmelt 
conditions in a given basin. 
The degree-days are extrapolated to an elevation zone by using a suitable lapse rate, 6, and the 
following equation. 
AT= 6 (hsT -h) (4) 
where 
AT = temperature lapse rate correction factor in OC 
6 = temperature lapse rate in OC per 100 m 
hST = altitude of the temperature station in m 
li = zonal hypsometric mean elevation in m 
The temperature lapse rate must be carefully determined, especially if the observation station is 
situated at a low altitude and the extrapolation of degree-days is made in only one direction 
(upwards). The lapse rate should be indicative of the mountainous region where the basin is 
located based on some kind of prior climatic knowledge. As the snowmelt season progresses, 
lapse rates may change depending on the basin. Such changes can be instituted every 15 days in 
SRM, if necessary. When applying SRM it is advisable to conduct a regional analysis of monthly 
lapse rates to determine the seasonal variation. In some cases it may be necessary to modify the 
mean monthly lapse rates obtained in such an analysis because of basin peculiarities (such as 
frequent temperature inversions) or an abnormal climatic progression in a particular year. In 
basins with little seasonal variation, a lapse rate of 0.65’C/l OOm has been found to be adequate. 
Precipitation 
It is even more difficult to obtain adequate precipitation data for a mountain basin than to obtain 
temperature data. The extrapolation of precipitation amounts from one or more base stations to 
zones in the basin must be done based on user knowledge of the study area. Location of a pre- 
cipitation station at the mean hypsometric elevation would be the optimum situation. 
If precipitation is determined to fall in the basin on a given day, a critical temperature, TC RIT, 
must be examined to determine whether the precipitation is rain or snow. TC RIT is usually selected 
to be slightly above the freezing point and may vary from basin to basin. The distinction between 
rain and snow is important in SRM because the rain contribution to runoff is on the same day 
that the rain occurs, whereas the snow contribution to runoff is delayed. 
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When the precipitation is determined to be snow, its delayed effect on runoff is treated differently 
depending on whether it falls over the snow-covered or snow-free portion of the basin. The new 
snow that falls over the previously snow-covered area is assumed to become part of the seasonal 
snowpack and its effect is included in the normal depletion curve of the snow coverage. The new 
snow falling over the snow-free area is considered as precipitation to be added to snowmelt, with 
this effect delayed until the next warm day. This precipitation is stored by SRM and then melted 
as soon as a sufficient number of degree-days has occurred. This may take place on the first day 
warm enough to produce snowmelt or on a series of days. The following example in Table 1 
illustrates a case where 2.20 cm water equivalent of snow fell on day n and then was melted on 
the three successive days. 
Table 1. Calculation of the melt of new snow deposited on a snow-free area 
(P,, = 2.20 cm; TCRIT = +l.O”C) 




(cm.‘C-’ *d-l ) 
Depth Stored to Runoff 
(cm> a - T(cm) (cm> a l T- (I-S>(,.,-,) 
n 0.45 0 0.72 2.20 0 2.20 0 
n+l 0.45 0.11 0.70 0 0.05 2.15 0.02 
n+2 0.45 2.70 0.68 0 1.22 0.93 0.39 
n+3 0.45 3.70 0.66 0 0.93 0 0.32 
In this example, S is decreasing on consecutive days because it is interpolated previously from the 
snow-cover depletion curve. In reality it should remain constant as long as the seasonal snowpack 
is covered with new snow, however, the model currently uses the incremental decrease of S shown 
in Table 1. 
When the precipitation is determined to be rain, and it falls on a snow-free area, it becomes 
available to contribute to runoff immediately. When rain falls on snow, however, its effect on 
runoff depends upon the condition of the snowpack. Early in the snowmelt season rain falling on 
the snowpack is assumed to be retained by the snow, which is mostly dry and usually deep. This 
rainfall is not available for runoff. At some stage during snowmelt the snowpack is assumed to be 
ripe (the user must decide when), and any rain falling on the snow is transferred through the 
snow layer and becomes available to contribute to runoff the same as over the snow-free area. 
Both of these options are included in the computer program. In SRM the melting effect of rain- 
fall is neglected. 
Snow Coverage 
The snow-cover variable, S, of a zone or basin is usually obtained from a depletion curve for input 
into SRM. A variety of sources of snow-cover data can be used to compile the depletion curves 
including ground observations (used for Modrf Dfil), aircraft photography (Dischma), and satellite 
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imagery (all the large basins). If the data are available, it is recommended that satellite imagery be 
used since it is the easiest to analyze and also quite accurate depending on basin size (area mini- 
mums for various satellites: Landsat-l Okm2 ; NOAA-VHRR-200km2 ; and GOES-l 000km2). 
To assist in the use of satellite imagery for snow-cover interpretations, a handbook of analysis 
techniques is available (Reference 9). Additional information on snow-cover interpretation 
techniques for Europe is given in Reference IO. 
Photointerpretation of satellite snow images is used to delineate the snow line on a base map of 
the study basin (see Figure 2), and the area enclosed by the snow line in each elevation zone is 
planimetered to obtain the snow-covered area. The snow cover by elevation zone is then plotted 
against elapsed time to construct depletion curves such as those shown in Figure 4 for 1976 in 
the South Fork basin. For the snowmelt-runoff simulation, daily snow-cover values are taken 
from the depletion curves and input to SRM. 
Snowstorms occurring during the snowmelt season can result in a temporary increase of snow cover, 
but generally with no significant hydrologic effect. The duration of this increase is usually shorter 
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Figure 4. Landsat-derived snow-cover depletion curves for the South Fork of the Rio Grande 
basin for elevation zones, A, B, and C for 1976. Landsat snow-cover observations are plotted. 
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snow-cover observation, however, it may lead to the interpretation of exaggerated snow-covered 
areas and a distortion of the true depletion curves of the seasonal snowpack. It is recommended 
that such anomalous snow-cover values be disregarded and that the depletion curves be drawn 
only with reference to the snow cover accumulated before the beginning of the snowmelt period 
(seasonal or “old” snowpack), as illustrated in Figure 5. Precipitation and temperature records 
should be consulted in order to identify these transitory snow events when drawing the depletion 
curves. The transitory new snow is accounted for as stored precipitation eventually contributing 
to runoff as explained in the previous section. 
In rare cases massive summer snowstorms can affect the snow coverage for several weeks, If such a 
situation is revealed by subsequent satellite data, it may be preferable to draw the depletion curves 
- DEPLETION CURVES OF THE 
SEASONAL SNOW COVER 
---- DEPLETION CURVES DISTORTED 
BY INCLUSION OF 19 JUNE NEW 
SNOW IN ANALYSIS 
0.0•- ESTIMATED ACTUAL SNOW 
LANDSAT 19 JUNE COVERAGE ON 17-21 JUNE 
80 
60 
SNOWFALL 17-18 JUNE/ 
1976 
Figure 5. Seasonal and distorted depletion curves of snow coverage in the Dinwoody Creek basin, 
Wyoming, U.S.A. for elevation zones A, B, C, and D. A snow storm of 17-18 June 
deposited several cm water equivalent of new snow preceding the Landsat overpass of 
19 June. The new snow in zones B and C was melted in 2-3 days. 
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according to this actual snow coverage. Because of this modification to the depletion curves, the 
model will melt more seasonal snow than before, but the amount of stored or new precipitation 
will be automatically reduced. 
If runoff forecasts at the beginning of snowmelt are desired, a new approach must be used because 
the actual snow-cover depletion curves are not available, and in many cases, the snow-cover extent 
doesnotdiffergreatly between a dry and a wet year. The South Fork basin (559 km2) in Colorado 
was studied as an example. Although the runoff in the snowmelt season of 1979 was six times 
greater than it was in the drought year of 1977, there was little difference in the snow-cover ex- 
tent of the upper elevation zones of the South Fork basin on 1 April. To provide a means for 
forecasting runoff, it is suggested that the depletion curves that normally relate the areal extent of 
the snow cover to elapsed time be modified to relate the snow coverage to the accumulated degree- 
days (Reference 11). This procedure is discussed in more detail in the chapter on Operation of 
the Model for Real-Time Forecasts. 
Parameters 
Runoff Coefficient 
The average value of the runoff coefficient, c, for a basin for a year is given by the ratio of annual 
runoff/annual precipitation. It should be pointed out that because of a measurement catch deficit, 
rain gauges frequently underestimate winter precipitation (snow) in mountain basins. As a result, 
artifically elevated values of c may be calculated. In such a case, a synthesis of data from repre- 
sentative basins should provide guidance for assessing c in the absence of reliable, direct measure- 
ments. 
Because the runoff coefficient is likely to vary throughout the year as a result of changing veget- 
ation and soil moisture conditions, the SRM computer program permits changes in c every 15 days. 
Usually, c is higher for snowmelt than for rainfall. Therefore, the model can handle different run- 
off coefficients for snow, cs, and for rain, CR, as determined by the user. In basins studied, when 
snowmelt is concentrated in a short time per-rod, c 
3 
can approach 1.0. With prolonged snowmelt 
runoff in a semiarid region, cs may go down to 0. . In addition c will vary from zone to zone in 
a basin, and SRM has the capability to handle different c values by zonal input. It is possible that 
with rain falling in the low elevations of a semiarid basin, cR may be 0.2, whereas at the same 
time in the high elevations with snow still melting, cs can be 0.9. The selection of c requires fust 
hand knowledge of the basin and its hydrologic behavior under different hydrometeorological 
conditions. 
Degree-Day Factor 
The degree-day approach is used as an index of the energy balance and the degree-day factor, a, is 
used to convert degree-days to snowmelt expressed in depth of water. The degree-day factor is 
variable throughout the melt period because the changing properties of snow influence the melting 
process. It is possible to measure the degree-day factor at a point using temperature measurements 
and a snow pressure pillow or lysimeter. The simultaneously accumulated degree-days and melt at 
a pressure pillow can be compared to calculate the degree-day factor for different times during the 
snowmelt season. Daily values are extremely variable so it is recommended to use a minimum of 
3-5 days for averaging the degree-day factor. In addition, point measurements cannot be easily 
extrapolated to large areas. The point measurements can be used for information and then weighted 
depending on how well a specific station represents the hydrologic characteristics of a given zone 
(Reference 12). 
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In the absence of detailed data, the degree-day factor can be obtained from an empirical relation 
developed by Martinet (Reference 13): 
ps a = 1.1 - 
PW 
(5) 
where a = the degree-day factor in cm l ‘C’l l d-l 
ps = density of snow 
pw = density of water 
The general seasonal increase in ps can be used as an index of the seasonal increase of a. Large 
variations are expected if the melt season is long or there is a large difference in elevation in the 
basin. For Dinwoody Creek in Wyoming, CI was gradually increased from 0.35 on 1 April to 0.60 
on 30 September in the highest elevation zone (Reference 2). 
A wide range of a values has been reported in the literature with CL generally increasing as the snow- 
pack ripens. There have been extreme values as low as 0.07 cm l ‘C-l l d-l and as high as 0.92 
cm l ‘C-1 l d-l reported (Reference 14), however, during the snowmelt season for undisturbed 
snow, the range is about 0.25 - 0.60 cm l ‘C-l l d-1 . The fact that increasing a is related to 
increasing snow density as snowmelt progresses is in response to a number of factors. A greater 
density is usually associated with older snow with a lower albedo, thus a higher a value. In addition, 
high densities toward the end of the snowmelt season are also associated with increased liquid 
water content and low thermal quality of the snow. Because of these expected seasonal changes 
in a, SRM is structured to allow modifications of a every 15 days, if necessary. Because of different 
stages of snowpack ripening in different elevation zones, LZ can also be varied between zones. 
Sometimes the occurrence of a large, late season snowfall will produce depressed a values for 
several days due to the new low-density snow. The a values in the model can manually be modified 
and inserted to reflect these unusual snowmelt conditions. 
Recession Coefficient 
The recession coefficient, k, depends upon the current discharge in the following way: 
k n+l = xQ,y (6) 
where Q is the daily discharge and the constants x and y must be determined for the given basin. 
For this. determination, daily discharge values for the snowmelt season or the whole year are used. 
The discharge on a given day, Q , is always plotted against the value on the following day, Qn+l , 
as illustrated in Figure 6 for thefbischma basin in Switzerland. In Figure 6 any points above the 
1 to 1 line refer to the rise of the hydrograph and the points below the line to the fall of the 
hydrograph. For purposes of this model and derivation of the recession equation, only points 
below the 1 to 1 line need to be plotted. Once these points have been plotted, an envelope line as 
shown in Figure 6 can be drawn to enclose most of the points. The lower envelope line represents 
the extreme discharge decline, i.e., the recession without any partial delay by possible precipitation 
or snowmelt. It is not recommended, however, to include all points inside this envelope at any cost, 
especially in the lower range of discharges. The reason for this is that some discharge values may be 
affected by non-typical phenomena such as icing conditions in the winter or the timing of rainfall 
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Figure 6. Recession flow plot, Q, vs Q,+ 1, for the Dischma basin in Switzerland with the 
lower envelope line drawn. 
This lower envelope curve has been found to be valid on small size basins. When the model is 
applied to larger basins, however, it is recommended that the lower envelope curve be replaced 
with an average curve halfway between the lower envelope line and the 1 to 1 line. An average 
curve would also result from a least squares fit to the points, although the extra effort may not be 
justified. The average curve should probably be used on basins greater than about 50 km2. For 
year-round simulations, it was found useful to derive the constants x and y for Equation (6) 
separately for the summer and winter half year. 
For the Dischma basin (43.3 km2) the lower envelope curve is shown in Figure 6. The constants 
x and y needed in the recession equation are computed by reading off a pair of recession co- 
efficients (kl , k2) from Figure 6 corresponding to discharges Q1 and Q2 and by solving the 
following equations: 
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kl = x l Q1” (7) 
k2 = x l Q2y (8) 
log kl = logx + y 1ogQl (9) 
log k2 = logx+ y logQ2 (10) 
If the discharge range allows selection of Ql = 1 .O m3secm1 and Q2 = 10.0 m3secW1 the solution 
is simplified and Equations (9) and (10) become: 
lois kl = log x 
X = kl 
log k2 = log x + y 
Y = logk2-1ogkI 
For the Dischma basin in Figure 6, 
% = 0.85 (for Ql = 1.0 m3sec-1) 
k2 = 0.697 (for Q2 = 10.0 m3sec-l) 
X = 0.85 
Y = log 0.697 - log 0.85 = - 0.086 
The recession equation for Dischma using the lower envelope curve thus becomes 
kn = 0.85 Q$F86 (11) 
For comparison of the recession equations of some of the previously studied basins, Figure 7 shows 
the plots and equations for five selected basins. 
If no discharge data are available for a basin, recession coefficients can be estimated using the 
following formula (Reference 15): 
kB2 = kBl 4dAB, JAB2 (12) 
where AB 1 and AB2 are the respective areas of the basins B 1 and B2 and k, 1 and kB2 are the 
recession coefficients for the corresponding runoff conditions, e.g., the average discharge, in both 
basins. If the constants x and y are known in basin B 1, it follows that for basin B2 : 
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Figure 7. Relation of k and Q for basins of various sizes. 
For example, if x = 0.85 and y = - 0.086 have been derived for the Dischma basin, a relation for the 
Kings River basin is obtained by substituting BDrsCHMA = 1.69 m3sec-1, QK~GS = 6 1.3 m3sec-l, 
PbISCHMA = 43.3 h2, and AKINGS 
= 4000 km2 into Equation (13). 
kB2n = [0.85(% Qszn-l) -‘.“‘] w 
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kB2n = 
-0.086 Q~2~-1 1 0.3226 
kB2n = -0.086 0.3226 1’15Q~2n-l 1 
kll = 1.046 Q;y;0277 
Equation (14) is the recession equation for the Kings River basin using the lower envelope curve as 
derived by the size relationship of Equation (12). Because of the size of the Kings River basin, 
further analysis is needed to yield the recommended average curve for the type of plot shown in 
Figure 6. 
Using this approach, SRM could be used to simulate discharge in ungauged basins. The equation 
for the recession coefficient of an ungauged basin could be obtained from utilization of Equation 
(12) and the recession data from an already studied basin. The simulation would start on the 
first day of the snowmelt period by substituting a value for Qo corresponding to the winter base- 
flow into Equation (6) to calculate kl . The winter baseflow value may be estimated by analogy 
with another basin or by measuring the discharge. Then kl and Qo are substituted into Equation 
(1) to calculate Ql . Once the computation has started, subsequent k values are determined each 
day from Equation (6) by substituting computed values of Q. 
Time Lag 
Equations (1) and (2) correspond to the most simple case of a time lag of 18 hours. In this case, 
the temperature rise at 06:OO hrs results in the rise of the hydrograph at 24:00 hrs. Therefore, 
degree-days determined for a certain day with a minimum at 06:OO hrs and a maximum at about 
14:OO hrs correspond to a discharge starting at 0O:OO hrs the next day (see Figure 8). If the time 
lag is not conveniently 18 hours, the computed discharge values may have to be shifted by a 
certain number of hours to facilitate comparison with published streamflow data. Examples of 
such shifts are presented in the following. 
If the time lag is 6 hours, degree-days for the nth day result in a discharge starting at 12:OO hrs 
on the same day and ending at 12:OO hrs on day n+l as shown in Figure 8. The next day’s 
discharge (Qn+ 1) is composed of about one half of the calculated input from day n and one half 
from day n+l . In the simple case of one elevation zone the equation for Qn+ 1 would be: 
Q l 
Il+1 
= 1 0.5 c, [an CT,., + AT&, +2 PJ + 
0.5cnt1 [a,+1 (Tnt1 +A%1 (I-kntl) (15) 
+Qn kn+l 
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Figure 8. Daily fluctuations of temperature and discharge illustrating lag times 
of 6 and 18 hours. 
In contrast to the snowmelt, the total amount of precipitation on the first day, P,, and no pre- 
cipitation from the second day, P,+ 
8’ 
is included in the calculation of Qn+l . Generally P, refers 
to precipitation recorded between 0 :00 hrs (day n) to 08:OO hrs (day n+l), and, with the time 
lag of 6 hours, it roughly corresponds to Qn+l. 
In large basins with multiple elevation zones, the time lag changes during the snowmelt season as 
a result of the changing spatial distribution of the snow cover with respect to the basin outlet. The 
ratio of inputs (or time lag correction factors) from the n and n+l days used in Equation (6) 
would have to be changed accordingly, not only to account for different time lags for each zone, 
but also for how they change from the beginning to the end of the snowmelt season. 
In order to obtain a more accurate split of the runoff from days n and n+l , Shafer, et al 
(Reference 12) recommend planimetering of the areas under the actual daily hydrographs to come 
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Figure 9. Planimetered hydrographs for determination of the time lag correction factors 
CL, = 0.7, Ln+l = 0.3) for the South Fork basin in Colorado (from Reference 12). 
up with the appropriate time lag correction factors (L) as shown in Figure 9. For some of the 
time lags encountered so far, the following L values may be utilized for determining the contri- 
butions to Qnt 1: 
6 hours - L, = 0.5, Lntl = 0.5; 10 hours - L, = 0.7, Lntl = 0.3; 
12 hours - L, = 0.75, Lr,+l = 0.25; 15 hours - L, = 0.8, Ln+l = 0.2; 
18 hours - L, = 1.0, Lntl = 0.0. 
ASSESSMENT OF SIMULATION ACCURACY 
One of the first steps to be followed in determining how well a model simulates actual flow con- 
ditions is a comparison plot of computed and measured hydrographs. Figure 10 illustrates this 
comparison for the South Fork basin in Colorado for the 1979 snowmelt season. In order to 
quantify the comparison, several goodness-of-fit measures may be added to the hydrograph plot. 
The computer program automatically calculates the percentage volume difference (DV) between 
the measured (ROM ) and model-computed (ROC) seasonal runoff as shown in Equation (16). 
D,= 










Figure 10. Simulated versus measured streamflow for the South Fork of the Rio Grande during the snowmelt season of 1979. 
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Model performance on a daily basis can be evaluated using the nondimensional Nash-Sutcliffe 
(Reference 16) R2 value: 
9 (qi - qfP 
~2 = 1 _ ii1 
& (p -iI2 
(17) 
where 
R2 is a measure of model efficiency 
qi = observed daily discharge 
I 
qi ‘= simulated daily discharge 
q = mean of observed discharge 
n = number of daily discharge values. 
The Nash-Sutcliffe R2 value is analogous to the coefficient of determination and is a direct measure 
of the proportion of the variance of the recorded flows explained by the model (Reference 17). 
The SRM program also calculates and outputs this goodness-of-fit parameter to facilitate 
comparison of the correspondence of the daily flow values. Further examples of runoff simulation 
during snowmelt are given in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 13 shows a simulation extended to a whole 
year. 
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Figure 12. Snowmelt-runoff simulation for the Kings River basin (4000 km2) in 
California, U.S.A. for 1975. 
When running the model in the simulation mode, if a good agreement is not achieved initially, the 
following order of items to check in problem solving is recommended: 
1. Re-evaluate the snow cover depletion curves to check that errors were not made 
in drawing the curves. This could result in a too high or too low computed runoff. 
One especially common error is the overlooking of a precipitation event occurring 
just before a satellite pass. The thin layer of transient snow cover that results 
causes an over estimation of the seasonal snow cover, S, which causes the depletion 
curve to be too high. 
2. Reconsider the Zupse rate used in the basin. Often times an average lapse rate may 
be too high or too low for a particular month resulting in the number of degree- 
days being too high or too low (especially for the upper elevations of the basin). 
3. The rmoff coefficient may require adjustment if the computed discharge is too 
high or too low. Typically, the runoff coefficient is the most difficult of the 
basin parameters to estimate accurately and should be examined closely after 
any. gross errors due to discrepancies in snow cover and lapse rate have been 
ruled out. 
4. The degree-day factor should be investigated after the runoff coefficient. Since 
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Figure 13. Simulated versus measured streamflow for the Dischma basin (43.3 km2) 
for April 1974 - March 1975 (365 days). 
less probability of error may be expected. If, however, good snow density 
values are not available, adjustment of the degree-day factor may be necessary 
to have some effect on the runoff volume. Unusually high wind conditions 
may also result in the need to temporarily increase the degree-day factor, 
whereas new snow falling on the seasonal snowpack may cause a temporary 
decrease in the degree-day factor. 
5. Discrepancies in precipitation input to SRM may result in two kinds of error. 
Precipitation values that are too high or low may result in similar effects on 
computed runoff. More importantly, peak flows may be missed altogether 
if precipitation stations in the basin are not properly measuring local rainfall 
variations, especially in summer. Rainfall data from nearby stations and 
corrections for gauge catch deficit may have to be considered to improve the 
quality of data. 
- 
6. The recession coefficient should be revised if the model reacts too quickly or 
too slowly in comparison with the actual hydrograph. If the computed 
hydrograph generally rises or drops too rapidly, recession coefficients are 
too low, probably as a result of including non representative points in 
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evaluating Equation (6) (Figure 6). Consideration should be given to which 
points to include when drawing the line. In addition, if the lower envelope 
curve is being used, other curves such as the average or even the three- 
quarters line should be tested as alternatives. On the other hand, if the 
hydrograph rises or drops too slowly the recession coefficients are too 
high. This usually results from insufficient data available for high flows 
when deriving Equation (6). 
7. Discrepancies in the timing of flow peaks and valleys can be due to an 
incorrectly determined time Zag. Re-evaluation of the time lag is called 
for with special consideration given to a seasonal change in the discharge 
time lag as the snow cover retreats to higher elevations futher from the 
stream late in the snowmelt season. The model is setup to handle 
seasonal variations in the time lag. 
OPERATION OF THE MODEL FOR REAL-TIME FORECASTS 
A few modifications of the model are necessary to operate it in the forecast mode as opposed to 
operation in the simulation mode. Most important is acquisition of forecasts of the major input 
variables - temperature, precipitation, and snow cover - during the forecast period. The most 
difficult of these variables to forecast is precipitation. Generally, average daily values of precipi- 
tation or selected historical time series will have to be used. Temperature forecasts can be 
obtained for several days to one or two weeks. For longer durations, average values should be used 
and should be as good as forecasted values. The temperature forecasts are doubly important 
because of the effect of the temperature on the depletion of the snow cover. 
The use of snow-cover depletion curves from prior years is not possible because the curves vary 
from year to year, and the actual curve for a given year is not known at the beginning of the snow- 
melt season. In order to forecast the snow-cover depletion, it is first necessary to modify the 
depletion curves by relating the snow coverage to accumulated degree-days instead of elapsed 
time. 
When using standard depletion curves, which relate the precent of the basin or zone covered by 
snow to elapsed time during the snowmelt season, it isn’t possible to detect extreme high or low 
accumulations of snow. In addition, a steep decrease of the snow-covered area in the standard 
depletion curve can reflect either a shallow snowpack or high melt rates. Conversely, a slow 
decrease results from either a deep snow cover or slow melt rates resulting from low temperatures. 
Such uncertainty can be eliminated using modified depletion curves that relate the snow- 
covered area to the accumulated number of degree-days. 
Figure 14, 15, and 16 show such modified depletion curves derived for the years 1976, 1977, and 
1979 for each elevation zone of the South Fork basin in Colorado. It is immediately evident 
that the same incremental number of degree-days results in a greater decrease in snow cover in 
1977 than in 1979 as a result of the much below normal 1977 snowpack. Resulting runoff for 
the year 1976 falls between the high runoff year of 1979 and the record drought year of 1977 
as do the modified depletion curves for 1976 in Figures 14, 15, and 16. In a future year, if a 
modified depletion curve in the first month of the snowmelt season takes a course similar to that 
of 1977, a small snow accumulation like 1977 is indicated. Similarly, large accumulations like 
1979 and intermediate snow amounts like 1976 can be estimated from the course of the modified 
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Figure 14. Depletion curves of snow coverage versus accumulated degree-days in 
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Figure 15. Depletion curves of snow coverage versus accumulated degree-days in 
elevation zone B of the South Fork basin in the years 1976, 1977, and 1979. 
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Figure 16. Depletion curves of snow coverage versus accumulated degree-days in 
elevation zone C of the South Fork basin in the years 1976, 1977 and 1979. 
estimating relative snow accumulations is only valid for comparable precipitation amounts oc- 
curring during the snowmelt period. For example, exceptional spring and summer snowfalls can 
slow down the decrease of snow coverage even with a shallow initial snowpack. 
To demonstrate the application of the method for operational purposes, assume that a forecast of 
the seasonal runoff volume is required on 1 April. The zonal snow-cover depletion curves for the 
snowmelt season are not yet known. As a result, an average snow accumulation must be assumed, 
and the corresponding modified depletion curves must be-chosen. If conventional or auto- 
matically measured snow water equivalent values are available for the basin, a better estimate of 
the snow accumulation may be possible. In this case, a better choice of the appropriate modified 
depletion curve should result. After several weeks, the first evaluations of snow-covered area 
from satellite images can be related to the accumulated degree-days to determine whether the 
decrease of snow-covered area agrees with the initially chosen modified depletion curve. If the 
comparison is close, the snowmelt-model comparisons are continued until the disappearance of 
snow and the seasonal runoff volume is obtained as a total of the calculated daily flows. For these 
seasonal forecasts, the long-term average temperature for each day until the snow disappears can 
be used for the determination of the degree4ay values. A further refinement would be the .fore- 
casting of short-term snowmelt runoff. This type of improvement would require the daily fore- 
casts of temperature during the forecast period as previously mentioned. 
If the decrease of snow-covered area has not occurred at the rate initially assumed on 1 April, e.g., 
it is considerably slower than indicated by the assumed modified depletion curve, a greater accum- 
ulation of snow for the basin is indicated. Consequently, the initial modified depletion curve is 
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rejected, and an updated forecast of the runoff volume is made by using the curve valid for a 
large accumulation of snow. The better the original estimate of snow accumulation, the less the 
original seasonal forecast will have to be modified. When several years of snow accumulation, 
satellite snow cover, and snowmelt-runoff data are available, a nomograph of modified depletion 
curves will be possible, with the appropriate depletion curve chosen by average snow water 
equivalent rather than similarity to,some prior year as shown in Figure 17. 
Figure 18 shows a modified depletion curve on the left that has hypothetically been selected based 
on the best knowledge available from snow accumulation data. If a discharge forecast is to be 
issued, for example, on May 15 for the following week, the depletion curve is extrapolated as 
follows. The snow coverage is, as shown in Figure 18,80%. If 30 degree-days are forecasted for 
the next week, a drop in snow cover to 40% results, and the “normal” depletion curve is extrap- 
olated as shown on the right side of Figure 18. Forecasted temperatures and extrapolated snow- 
covered areas are used to compute the meltwater production. If the forecast gives temperatures 
below the freezing point, the snow coverage will remain at 80% and no snowmelt will result. 
In an operational situation, it is not necessary to continuously run the model with calculated 
streamflow as input data. SRM has the provision which allows updating with actual streamflow 
information every seven days. The use of real data for such updates will improve the accuracy of 
the forecasts. 
Figure 19a shows a model runoff simulation for the Dinwoody Creek basin in Wyoming that had a 
measured discharge twice as high as the computed value on August 1. Updating the model with 
the actual discharge on August 1 improves the simulation as shown in Figure 19b. Even without 
updating, however, the initial discrepancy is soon eliminated automatically. This self-adjusting 
feature depends on careful assessment of Equation (6). 
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Figure 17. Nomograph for selection of modified dep!etion curve in zone B of the South 
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Figure 18. Graphical extrapolation of depletion curves of snow coverage using forecasted 
degree-days. 
NECESSARY COMPUTING FACILITIES 
For use of SRM in situations where manpower is not limited but computing resources may be, any 
pocket calculator with the function xy is sufficient for day-to-day computation of the discharge. 
The pocket calculator can also be used in the same way for limited day-to-day forecasts of dis- 
charge. In addition, in the initial stages of setting up the computer program to run SRM, the 
pocket calculator can be indispensible in the checking of computations. The fact that the basic 
form of SRM (Equation 1) is relatively simple, which permits use of the now widely available 
pocket calculator, also opens the possibility that the model may be run in the field or at local 
offices as opposed to only at central computing facilities. Such flexibility increases the chances 
that SRM can be used in operational situations. 
In utilizing the model, it is naturally more convenient to use a computer program (and a computer), 
an example of which is described in the following section. The use of the computer approach pro- 
vides a great savings in time which is especially important for calculations of extended periods, such 
as the snowmelt runoff season or even a year. In addition, the computer program can easily handle 
many comIjlicated calculations which become extremely tedious on a pocket calculator. Examples 
of this involve the different handling of precipitation depending on the form (ram vs. snow), the 








Figure 19. Discharge simulation in the Dinwoody Creek basin a) without updating and 
b) with updating with actual discharge on 1 August. 
SRM is more flexible in its applications when the computerized approach is used. Several computer 
runs may be made in a short time period in order to demonstrate the effect of hypothetical changes 
of temperature on the resulting runoff in any desired number of variations. 
In general, however, SRM does not require numerous runs because calibration is not necessary. The 
ease with.which computer runs for various sets of parameters can be obtained should not lead to a 
replacement of the deterministic approach of the model by a “try and see” philosophy. The model 
is designed to operate with physically-based estimates of basin parameters which should not require 
much change after their initial selection. Inclusion of a self-calibrating routine might improve the 
accuracy of simulations, however, it would limit the use of the model to basins with historical data 
necessary for such optimizing. Also it would deprive the user of the possibility to detect errors in 
data sets. 
The SRM computer program presented in this manual has been designed to operate on an IBM 3081 
available at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). However, the SRM program can execute on any 
32-bit IBM computer using FORTRAN IV. The program can run on any minicomputer that utilizes 
FORTRAN IV with the NAMELIST feature, with minimum revisions (such as variable type dec- 
larations). Some versions of FORTRAN on some computers do not support the NAMELIST input 
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of data, particularly the DEC PDP FORTRAN or PDP FORTRAN-FOUR-PLUS. Consequently, 
major revisions would have to be made in subroutine READIN to read input data as formatted 
input. No changes, however, would have to be made in the program computations. 
Some computers may have peripheral output devices that are not in 132-character length. If so, 
then some modifications would have to be made in the formatting of output data. Since formatting 
of output data is provided as an option in the program, the user may not want to exercise that 
option and simply print out the statistics (such as goodness of fit, etc.). 
In order to execute the program on much smaller computers, such as microprocessors where exe- 
cution time and core storage is limited, some major modifications would have to be made. All 
formatted output options can be eliminated, except for output statistics. The number of elevation 
zones can be cut down to reduce the size of the input arrays. The capability to process input 
temperatures can be eliminated, thus eliminating some input arrays. The user would have to pro- 
vide input temperatures in degree-days and per zone, or at least provide a pre-determined lapse 
rate to extrapolate temperatures in degree-days to each elevation zone. 
Presently, the SRM program can be run for a snowmelt season of variable length, and it can also be 
operated in both snowmelt and non-snowmelt situations for up to 366 days. Up to eight basin 
elevation zones can be accommodated. For a six-month snowmelt season, the computer require- 
ments to execute the program on the GSFC IBM 3081 are as follows: CPU time = 3 sec.; I/O time = 
35.4 sec. Total core requirements for compilation, linkage and loading of input data sets, producing 
printer plots and input temperature processing amount to approximately 170 K bytes of core. 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The SRM program has been implemented on the IBM 3081 at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center 
in Greenbelt, Maryland and written in the FORTRAN IV language. The general block diagram for 
the SRM computer program is shown in Figure 20. A more detailed functional flow diagram is 
shown in Figure 2 1 with indications of inputs required, computations, and output products. The 
detailed program flow chart used in writing the program is shown in Appendix A. The FORTRAN 
IV source listing for the SRM program and compilation on the IBM 3081 at Goddard Space Flight 
Center is shown in Appendix B. 
The SRM program can be executed using a batch job stream submitted via cards or via a cathode 
ray tube (CRT) terminal depending on the computer system configuration available as shown in 
Figure 22. If the user system maintains a time sharing system like the Time Sharing Option (TSO) 
on the IBM 308 1, the user can interactively modify input parameters via a CRT provided the 
NAMELIST data can be stored on permanent disk files. If only batch job processing via cards is 
available, the user can manually modify the input card deck. 
User control of output from the SRM program is by input program options. Plots of actualand 
predicted stream runoff are available as an option provided the FORTRAN PRPLOT software 
supplied in Appendix B is compiled with the SRM program and the user system facilities are 
capable of producing printer plots. All input data may be reproduced as output during each 
computer run as an option. Statistical parameters such as the Nash-Sutcliffe goodness-of-lit 
measure and percent seasonal differences are output automatically, provided that actual streamflow 
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Figure 2 la. Process-oriented flow chart of the computer program (reference 2.0 Collect Input Data in Figure 20). 
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Figure 21b. Process-oriented flow chart of the computer program (reference 3.0 ProcessTemperatures by Lapse Rate 
in Figure 20). 
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Figure 2 1 c. Process-oriented flow chart of the computer program (reference 4.0 Process Precipitation in Figure 20). 
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Figure 2 le. Process-oriented flow chart of the computer program (reference 6.0 Calculate Statistics and Output Data Products 












Figure 22. User perspective of snowmelt-runoff model program. 
Program Input Requirements 
In order to operate the SRM program, precipitation (PRECIP), temperature (T), and snow- 
covered area (S) must be evaluated on a daily basis (computer symbols for variables and param- 
eters may differ from prior formulation symbols but can usually be recognized by all upper 
case letters). At the beginning of each computer run, the length of the simulation period in 
number of days (ND) must be designated (from 1 to 366). If the basin has a large elevation 
range, the total area must be divided into elevation zones as indicated previously. The total 
number of elevation zones (NZ) and the area of each zone (AREA) must be input to the pro- 
gram. The program has the capability for handling a total of eight elevation zones, if necessary. 
Certain parameters for a specific basin must be evaluated for input to the model: 
1. The adjustment by temperature lapse rate (AT in Equation 1 and DTLR in the 
computer program) determined every 15 days, if necessary, and for each eleva- 
tion zone. 
2. The degree day factors (a in Equation 1 and AN in the computer program) 
determined every 15 days. 
3. The runoff coefficients (c in Equation 1 and CS or CR in the computer program) 
determined every 15 days. 
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4. The recession coefficient factors (x and y in Equation (6) and X and Y in the 
computer program, respectively). The recession coefficient, k, changes daily 
because of the changing discharge, Q, however, the constants x and y are derived 
one time for the given basin. 
5. The percentage of the previous day’s snowmelt appearing as runoff at the stream- 
gage, PDR. 
Namelist Parameters 
Data to be input to SRM will be handled through the FORTRAN NAMELIST feature. The 
NAMELISTs CLIM and BASE provide climatological and basin dependent parameters, respectively, 
whereas the-NAMELIST OPT provides program control options to properly execute the SRM 
program. Use of the NAMELIST feature results in some specific requirements: 
1. Column 1 of each card image must be blank, 
2. In Column 2, the first card image must contain &CLIM, &BASE, or &OPT. 
3. Data items must be separated by a comma. 
4. The last item in the last card image must be &END. 
Despite these requirements NAMELIST input is easier for the user than formatted input because 
placement of data in specific card columns is not necessary. 
The NAMELIST CLIM contains climatological snowmelt-runoff parameters for a particular basin 
and is read in only once per snowmelt-runoff computer run. A description of each climatological 
NAMELIST parameter, including, type, symbol and units are provided in Table 2. Temperature 
(T) and precipitation (PRECIP) data are not required to be input by elevation zone but can be 
extrapolated to the elevation zone from the base station readings in the program. Snow-covered 
area (S) must be input by elevation zone. In order for the SRM program to operate correctly, 
daily temperature values must be in degree-days for each elevation zone. Temperatures may be 
input as measured average daily temperatures or as maximum (TMAX) and minimum (TMIN) 
values and, through application of the temperature lapse rate, be extrapolated to the appropriate 
elevation zone. Temperatures can also be input already calculated in degree-days where no 
extrapolation is necessary. All of the parameters in the climatological NAMELIST CLIM must be 
provided. If no actual streamflow data are available, the user should provide an estimated value 
for the ACTUAL parameter on day 1 of the snowmelt-runoff period. Figure 23 shows typical 
climatological NAMELIST input for a study basin in Switzerland. 
The NAMELIST BASE contains basin dependent SRM parameters and can be read in several times 
allowing the user the capability of making several computer runs without having to read in all of 
the climatological NAMELIST parameters. A description of each basin NAMELIST parameter 
including type, symbol and units are provided in Table 3. In order to execute the SRM program 
certain minimal basin NAMELIST input is required. These parameters include: 
1. Identifying Information 
BASIN, NZ, IYEAR 
2. Snowmelt-Runoff Model parameters 
AREA, X, Y, PDR, DTLR, AN, CS, CR, IPR 
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Table 2. Description of Variables in NAMELIST CLIM 
Variable Symbol* Type 
Units 

















days days Number of snowmelt days 
OC-day “F-day Tempera’ture in degree-days 
% % Snow-cover area in each zone (100% = 
1 .O) 








Precipitation at base station 
Maximum daily temperature 
Minimum daily temperature 
Critical temperature to determine if 
precipitation is rain or snow. 
*Note: The subscript n refers to number of snowmelt days; zn refers to number of snowmelt days per zone. 
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9.7, 0.0. 0.2, 6.0, 0.3, 4.4, 1.9, 9.0; 6.1, a.s, 
e.s* 0.3, 0.4, 4.S, 12.1, 0.6, 4.51 10.1, 11.0, 6.4, 
9.9, ll.S, 12.9, 13.2, 12.6, ll.S, 10.1, 10.2, 10-1, S.0, 
9.1, 4.0, 2.0, 0.2, -4.6, -4.0, 2.0, 2.4, -0.7, -2.4, 
-S.7, -6.4, -S.7, -S.l, -5.2, -S.Z, -5.0, -4.0, -6.1, -4.0, 
-6.0, -S.9, -5.0, -0.0, -6.3, -9.5, -S.B, -1.5, -4.2, -3.1, 
-9.0, -s.s* -7.9, -5.7, -0.st -2.0, -2.0, -5.7, -10.2, -10.7, 
-13.0, 
-11.31 -0.0, -S.S, -6.3, -0.4, -1.7, 1.4, -0.Si 0.S. 0.5, 
-2.0, -2.9, -5.2, -2.0, -0.3, 0.0, -2.1, -0.4, -2.S, -6.2, 
-5.7, -0.3, 2.0, -1.6, -3.9, -0.0, -4.0, -3.O,-10.0, -7.0, 
-6.1, -1.4, 0.7, 1.0, -1.2, -9.7, -6.2, -3.4, -0.3, -0.7, 
-6.3, -12.3, -10.2, -11.0, -0.0, -9.3, -3.9, -S.4, -10.1, -3.3, 
s.s* 3.7, 0.7, -1.9, -2.0, -o.s, -0.4, -0.0, -0.3, -1.4, -10.7, 
-4.6, 0.2, -0.2, 0.0, -0.4, -3.4, -3.6, -7.6, -3.5, -1.0, 
0.0, -1.2, -2.3, -0.4, o.s* -4.2, -4.2, -4.7, -3.2, -4-S. -S.7, 
-7.7, -4.9, -S.4, -2.4, -4.0, -3.9, -6.3, -4.8, -4.0, 1.4, 
-2.b? 1.2. -3.0, -11.0, -4.3, -3.0,. -2.Sr 0.4, -1.0, 0.6,-1.4, 
-4.1, -6.2, -9.2, -7.0, -0.a~ -3.0, 2.1, -2.1, -7.4, -0.9, 
-4.0, -4.9, -6.7, -4.2, -S.S, l.O? -0.3, 1.6, -0.1. -2.0, 
-4.5, -3.4, -4.0, -4.0, -2.3, -2.3, -4.7, -4.Sr -S.t, -4.5, 
-3.9, -6.6, -7.6, -0.2, -11.3, -0.a~ -9.0, -2.2, -S.4, -9.S. 
-12.5, -13.1, -4.7, -5.6, -S.S, -10.2, -11.3, -9.3, 
Figure 23. (Continued) 
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THIN=-S.3r -6.21 -S.6* -3,4* -4.ar -7.4~ -6.01 -6.4, -4.91 -S.S, 
-7.4, -3.2~ -3.9r -#.7r -12.21 -13.2; -14.6, 28-lS.11 -10.2, 
-9.4. -9.51 -0.4r -9.11 -10.4, -10.7, -9.91 -5.41 -3.0, -4.0, 
-6.21 -7.0, -7.6, -S.Z, -6.7, -6.3, -0.0, -3.5, -6.7, -3.7, 
-4.41 -7.5, 0.2, -4.4, -7.1, -3.0, -1.1, -3.7, -1.2, 0.1, -.7, 
-3.2, -6.9, -7.0, -6.7, -5.21 -1.61 -3.91 -3.6, 0.0, 2.0 
-2.4, -6.7, 1.5, 4.41 3.31 -l.O,.-5.91 -3.3, -6.3, -0.2, -7.7, 
-6.11 -6.9, -4.71 1.2, .I, .41 -3.01 -4.6, .21 0.0, .l, 2.21 
-2.4r -1.4* 2.51 -.7* 0.01 -1.31 -1.3, 
2.01 -.4, .7* -2.S, 1.3, 3.01 -2.0, -2.0, .6, 1.1, 2.0, 6.1, 
6.81 3.71 1.4, S.0, .a, -2.51 -3.1, -4.6, -1.71 -2.6, 1.0, 
2.3r -1.2, -2.4, 4.4, 3.3, S.3, 6.9, 3.31 
3.91 6.11 4.9, 7.3, 1.9, 2.21 6.4, ..S, .I, .2, -2.6, -2.9, 
3.2, 0.6, 10.31 11.0, 11.21 7.0, 4.0, 6.01 6.0, 5.1, 4.11 3.6, 
3.3* 3.41 -2.0, -4.41 1.31 2.1, 3.2, 
0.0, 1.0, 4.0, -2.6, -O.S, -2.11 -4.61 2.01 ).O* 0.01 2.11 2.0, 
4.51 3.6, 6.4, 4.6, 3.0, 2.6, 3.51 0.1, -1.31 -2.0, -7.01 -S.71 
-0.6, -7.5, -0.4, -1.7, -7.s, -0.0, 
-9.0 v-10.2*-11.9, -7.Sr -10.4. -9.2. -0.6, -9.0, -9.0, -9.0, -0.6. 
-10.71 -12.3, -13.2, -11.71 -12.3, -14.6, -7.11 -6.4, -9.11 -12.3, 
-12.91 -12.9, -0.0, -0.2, -0.21 -0.0, -13.0, -13.6, -14.3. -17.1. 
-1S.1, -1S.71 -13.01 -11.0, -12.51 -P.S, -6.0, -7.0, -5.41 -4.0, 
-7.0, -7.7~ -0.3, -7.41 -4.41. -3.01 -4.7* -s.4* -11.0, -12.0, -0.2, 
-7.0, -2.01 -3.31 -12.01 -13.0, -9i41 -13.51 -13.0, -13.5. 
-9.0, -10.41 -6.31 -2.01 -10.5, -11.71 -10.6, -6.3, -4.4, -7.01 
-12.3, -17.41 -16.7, -19.01 -11.91 -12.21 -10.21 -?3.31 -13.41 -10.31 
-4.01 -1.99 -2.6. -7.91 -6.51 -S;J, -0.7. -0.0, -3.41 -14.01 -15.7. 
-10.91 -11.0. -6.61 -6.2, -7.31 -4.6, -0.2, -11.31 -13.9; -7..Sr -4.91 
-9.11 -7.2, -5.0, -S.B, -7.01 -6.3, -7.91 -9.31 -10.21 -10.0, -14.41 
-13.91 -0.2, -6.0, -9.71 -7.71 -13.0, -10.0, -10.1, -6.9, 
-12.6, -12.6, -13.51 -14.0, -12.3, -S.61 -3.0, -6.0, -b.B* -6.0, -6.0, 
-7.1, -9.3, -13.0, -13.0, -13.0, -11.9, -6.1, -7.9. -14.4, -14.4, 
-6.61 -0.6. -12.3. -10.0, -10.1, -9.11 -4.51 -2.01 -6.1, -7.01 -0.8. 
-9.31 -9.S1 -10.0, -7.11 -0.1, -9.31 -7.91 -0.0. -0.1, -9.0, -9.6. 
-11.61 -14.01 -15.71 -13.9, -10.1, -1Z.Sr -12.9, -12.7, -1S.2, -1S.91 
-13.6, -7.91 -14.31 -10.0, -14.01 -15.21 
1CR~1=7683.r1S~2.,628.7S,618.7S~3081.0~3182.0~6283.0,20~3.0, 
&END 
Figure 23. (Continued) 
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Table 3.. Description of Parameters in NAMELIST BASE 
Units 




























































Number of elevation zones 
Year of model run 
Area in each elevation zone 
X parameter in computing 
recession coefficient, K 
Y parameter in computing 
recession coefficient, K 
Percentage of previous day 
runoff reaching the stream- 
gauge 
Percentage of runoff if 
more than 24 hours stream- 
flow lag. 
Average temperature lapse 
rate in degree-days 
Degree-day factors 
Snow runoff coefficient 
factor 
Rain runoff coefficient 
factor 
Hypsometric mean elevation 
of each zone 
Elevation of each base 
station 
Precipitation method 
0 = Non snow-covered areas 
1 = Total areas 
*Note: The subscript zn refers to number of snowmelt days per zone. 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
Units 
Parameter Symbol* Type Metric English Description 
MAXMIN - ,I*2 - Flag to indicate if temper- 
atures are input as 
maximum-minumum 
0 = Temperatures input 
not as MAX-MIN 
1 = Temperatures input as 
MAX-MIN 
IEXT - 1*2 
IDEGDY - 1*2 - 
- Flag if temperatures are to 
be automatically extra- 
polated to elevation zone 
0 = Extrapolate using pre- 
determined constant 
1 = Automatically extra- 
polated using lapse rate 
- Flag if temperature is to be 
computed in degree-days 
0 = No computation 
necessary. Temperature 
already input in degree-days 
1 = Compute temperature 
in degree-days 
*Note: The subscript zn refers to number of snowmelt days per zone. 
The SRM parameters, DTLR (if required), AN, CS, CR, and IPR are parameters that change through- 
out the snowmelt season. These are included in the basin NAMELIST so that the user can vary 
these parameters without having to input the climatological NAMELIST on each run. Figure 24 
shows a typical basin NAMELIST input, again on the Dischma basin in Switzerland. 
The NAMELIST OPT contains program control options to properly execute the SRM program. 
This NAMELIST can also be read several times allowing the user the capability of making several 
computer runs for a particular basin at one time. A description of each program option NAMELIST 
parameter including type and default value are provided in Table 4. Numerous program options 
are provided to the user such as plotting and printing options. The user may wish to operate in 
either metric or English units, so an option is provided for the appropriate conversion of units 




EASIN='DISCHtlA ','BASIN 'P 
NZ=3 c 
IYEAR=l974, 
AREA=8,9D6r 2.45D7r 9,9D6r 51rO.DO9 
X=0*921DO~ 
Y=-0*0426DOI 




















Figure 24. Sample NAMELIST BASE input for the Dischma basin, 1974. 
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Table 4. Description of Parameters in NAMELIST OPT 
Parameter Default Type Description 
IRUN 1 I*4 
MODE 0 I*4 
IPLT 0 1*2 
IPRINT 0 1*2 
UFLAG 0 1*2 
ACTFLG 1 1*2 














Model run number 
Simulation/Forecast mode flag 
0 = Simulation 
1 = Forecast 
Plotting option flag 
0 = No plot 
1 = Plot 
Printing option flag 
0 = No print 
1 = Print 
Units option flag 
0 = Metric units 
1 = English units 
Actual data flag 
0 = No actual data available 
1 = Actual data available 
Temperature, precipitation and runoff coefficient 
zone flag 
IZONE (1) = Temperature lapse rate 
IZONE (2) = Precipitation 
IZONE (3) = Runoff coefficients 
0 = No zone input 
1 = Input by zone 
Adjustment for temperature lapse rate data flag 
0 = No temperature lapse rate data available 
1 = Temperature lapse rate data available 
Degree-day temperature computation flag 
0 = Mean method 
1 = Effective minimum 
Temperature processing flag to extrapolate 
temperatures and compute degree-days 
0 = No temperature lapse rate processing 
1 = Temperature lapse rate processing 
Runoff print option flag 
O=Noprint 
1 = Print runoff values by zones 
Starting month of snowmelt run 
Ending month of snowmelt run 
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or English units. No mixing of units is allowed and the unit option chosen must correspond to the 
units input’into the program. In the event that no actual (measured) streamflow data is available, 
the user must input ‘an initial actual streamflow value for the first day in place of actual data 
(ACTUAL (1)). An actual data flag must be set by the user indicating to the program that no 
actual data is available (ACTFLG). The model run identifying number, IRUN, is the only program 
option NAMELIST parameter required. All other NAMELIST parameters not specified will default 
to BLOCK DATA values which have been chosen to provide the basic options to properly execute 

















Figure 25. Sample NAMELIST OPT input for the Dischma basin, 1974. 
Temperature lnpu t Processing 
The format in which temperature data are received can vary widely for each basin. Temperatures 
can be input as hourly readings, as average daily temperatures in degrees or degree-days, or as 
maximum and minimum values for one or two observing stations. Because the SRM computations 
for runoff will only accept temperature input in degree-days for each elevation zone, a certain 
amount of preprocessing is required if temperatures are not in that format. 
To obtain temperatures in the proper format, a temperature preprocessing routine LAPSE is called 
to convert temperatures in degrees to degree-days (if they are not in that form) and to extrapolate 
degree-day temperatures to the elevation zones. When daily maximum and minimum temperatures 
are input, the temperature preprocessing routine LAPSE can be used to convert temperatures from 
degrees to degree-days. This is accomplished automatically in the program when the user sets the 
flags MAXMIN and IDEGDY to 1. The degree-day temperatures can be computed by setting the 
flag MTHD for effective minimum or mean method. The routine LAPSE can also accomodate 
temperatures that are input as an average daily value in degrees or as daily temperatures already 
converted to degree-days. 
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Additionally, the routine LAPSE will automatically extrapolate degree-day temperatures to the 
elevation zones according to Equation (4) provided the flag IEXT is set to 1. For the program to 
automatically extrapolate temperatures to the elevation zones the user must supply the mean 
elevation in each zone ZMEAN (h), the elevation of the temperature base station, STATN (hST), 
and the average lapse rate DTLR (6). In cases where the average lapse rate is predetermined for 
each elevation zone (rather than calculated from actual temperature data), no extrapolation is 
required beyond the addition of the lapse rate value to the degree-day temperature. 
In special cases where temperatures are input hourly or as maximum-minimum from two stations, 
the modular routine PRETMP must be used to obtain the appropriate degree-day values for SRM. 
This routine is not part of the normal SRM processing and is included in Appendix C. PRETMP 
requires more storage capabilities and can be used as is or as a guideline for more detailed temper- 
ature preprocessing. 
Precipitation lnpu t Processing 
The SRM program handles precipitation falling during snowmelt in several ways. First, based on a 
critical threshold temperature, a decision is made as to whether the precipitation is snow or rain. 
If it is snow and it falls on the existing snowpack, it is assumed to be melted along with the original 
snow later in the season as soon as the degree-day totals are sufficient. If it is snow and it falls on 
the snow-free area of the basin, the new snow is treated as transient snow and is melted right after 
the storm as soon as temperatures rise sufficiently. This input is treated merely as delayed rainfall. 
The situation with respect to rainfall is more complex because of the nature of the snowpack during 
the snowmelt season. In all cases rain falling on non snow-covered areas is automatically added to 
snowmelt by the model. In the early days of the snowmelt season, however, rain falling on the 
snow-covered region is assumed to fall on dry snow and it is held by the snowpack as part of the 
ripening process. Later in the snowmelt season over the snow-covered area, rain is assumed to fall 
on a ripe snowpack and this water is transmitted through the snow and added by the model to 
snowmelt. 
Based on the progression of the snowmelt season, the program user must input daily the precipitation 
calculation method (IPR) desired (0 = rain added to snowmelt from snow-free areas only, i.e., a 
dry snowpack or 1 = rain added to snowmelt from all basin areas, i.e., a ripe snowpack). 
Streamflow Input 
Provision is made in the SRM program to take into account streamflow lag which can vary as the 
snowmelt season progresses. The streamflow lag is usually specified in hours, however, the effect 
on streamflow simulation in the model is expressed as the percentage of streamflow recorded on 
day n that is actually a result of snowmelt from the previous day (n-l). In the case of the South 
Fork basin in Colorado, it was determined that early in the snowmelt season approximately 70% 
of the streamflow recorded on day n is the result of the prior day’s snowmelt amount, and 30% of 
the streamflow on day n is from snowmelt occurring on day n. The input to the program is there- 
fore set at PDR = 0.70. Provision is also made in the model for when streamflow lag exceeds 18 
hours. In this case there is no runoff contribution on day n from snowmelt occurring on day n. 
Streamflow occurring on day n is a result of snowmelt occurring on days n-l and n-2. To reflect 
this situation, the input parameter PDM2 is set equal to the percentage of day n streamflow contri- 
bution resulting from day n-2 snowmelt. 
The SRM program can be run in a streamflow simulation or forecast mode by specifying the MODE 
parameter in NAMELIST OPT. In the forecast mode, the model calculated daily streamflow value 
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can be updated every seventh day with measured streamflow for an entire snowmelt season run. In 
the default condition, SRM runs in the streamflow simulation mode. 
Job Control Language 
The snowmelt-runoff model program can be operated in a batch mode via card deck as shown in 
Figure 26. The only IBM 3081 Job Control Language (JCL) required to execute the program is 
shown below. 
//JOB CARD (User supplied Job and accounting information) 
//EXEC FORTRAN (Compiler type and options) 





(Include FORTRAN source deck) 
(Loader size and options) 








(Include NAMELIST CLIM) 
(Include NAMELIST BASE) 
(Include NAMELIST OPT) 
Program,Output Capabilities 
The output of the SRM program consists of various numerical results and printer plots of the actual 
versus computed hydrographs. Depending on the purpose of the computer run, all or part of the 
output products may be produced. 
The numerical output results consist of the measured versus calculated daily discharge rate for the 
snowmelt period (or entire year); the actual and computed total volume of streamflow for the 
snowmelt period (or entire year), the percent seasonal difference between the actual streamflow 
and the calculated streamflow (Dv), the mean actual and calculated streamflows, the Nash- 
Sutcliffe “goodness of fit” measure, the daily calculated snowmelt depth by elevation zone, and the 
computed daily precipitation values in each of the basin elevation zones. Table 5 provides a brief 









II SYSIN DD* 
Figure 26. Sample card deck for input of snowmelt-runoff model program. 
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Table 5. 
Description of Output Variables 







Precipitation contributing to runoff in each zone assigned 
every day 
Total depth (precipitation + snowmelt) contributing to 
runoff in each zone 
QNPlX Qn+l R*4 Computed stream runoff for next day 










Computed volume for predicted runoff 
Computed volume for actual runoff 




R*4 Mean actual stream runoff 
R*4 Mean computed stream runoff 
A printer plot can be generated using the FORTRAN PRPLOT plotting package supplied with the 
snowmelt-runoff model. A listing for PRPLOT is included as part of Appendix B. The calculated 
and actual streamflows over the snowmelt-runoff season are plotted on the same graph as dis- 
charge rate vs. time. If no actual data is available then only the calculated runoff is plotted if 
desired. Figure 27 gives an example of some numerical results for the Dischma basin for 1974. 
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RUN t 1 RA6IN=DI5CWMA WASIN YEAR- 1974 
MODE ~O=SIHlJLATEDrl==FGRCAST)= 0 
PRDBRAH OPTION6 (O=DFF?l=GNT 
PLOT OPTION= 0 PRINT OPTION= 1 UNlT6tO=HFTl?TC.l-ENGLlrn,= 0 
ACTUAL DATA FLAG= 1 ZONE I.NPUT DATA(‘Tt:NPrrPRLCfY.rRUNOFF CGEF.)~ 0 0 0 
LAP66 RATE DATA FLAO= 1 DEOREE-DAY ~ETWI~DlO~NF:AN.l~CFFEI:TlVE RINltiUH,- 0 
TEHPERATURE PROCESSINQ FLAO= 1 RUNOFF BY %GNE GUTPUT DPTION= 1 
FLAG TO EXTRAPOLATE TEHPERATURE6(O=EXlRAFOLAYE USING GIVFN LAYBE RATFB. l=AUTllHAlICALLY EXTRAPULATE)= 1 
FLAG I’ll COMPUTE DEGREE-DAY6= 1 
FLAO TO INDICATE INPUT TEHPS ARE HAX-HlN= 1 
START HONTH= 4 ENU HGNTH= 7 
NUHHER OF SNOYHELT DAYS= 122 NUHHER OF ELEVATIGN %DNk’S= 3 
RECESSIIJN CUEFF [EC TENT FACTORS 
X FACTOR= 0.92JOOO Y FM.TDH=-0.042600 
TNITI~L RUNVFF VALUE= 0.560 ,.I\,;= 6 HOURS 
AREA IN EACH ELEVATIGN IGNE 
ZONE AREA (SO. IIETERS , 
1 O.R9OOIl 07 
2 0.2430D OE 
3 0.99OOD 07 
HYPSOHETRIC RFAN ELEVATION IN EACH ZDNF (HFTERS ) 
1 0.19380 04 
2 0.237OD 04 
3 0.275OD 04 
RASE STATION ELEVATION (HETERS , 
0.7677D 04 
Figure 27. Snowmelt-runoff model results for the Dischma basin, 1974. 
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DAILY HAXIHUH AND HINIl,,,,, TE,,FERAllIkFS 
RANGO-MAR7 INEC t4ODEL FUR GISCHHA RASIN YEAR= 1974 
UAY AFR 
IIAX TEliF IIIN TEHF 





























































































MAX ‘TEHF HIN rE”F 
3.00 -2.40 U.20 2.00 
!j.%O -6.70 6.60 '-0.40 
8.70 1.50 6.70 0.70 
Y.60 4.40 7.90 -2.50 
10.30 3.30 9.60 1.30 
4.10 -1.00 8.30 3.00 
-0.HO -5.90 3.20 -2,HO 
l.SO -5.30 2.70 -2.80 
1.40 -6.30 8.00 0.60 
-1.80 -H.20 6.80 1.10 
-4.YO -7.70 10.30 2.00 
-4.10 -6.10 1'2.80 6.10 
-2.40 -6.90 12.00 6.tlO 
4.40 -4.70 9.70 3.70 
5.10 1.20 9.00 1.40 
6.20 0.10 lO.SO 5.00 
6.30 0.40 5.90 0.80 
2.40 -3.00 1.50 -2.50 
2.YO -4060 -0.50 -3.10 
5.40 0.20 -1.10 -4.60 
9.50 0.0 O.YO -lo70 
5.60 0.10 3.60 -2.60 
5.70 2.20 8.20 1.00 
3.00 -2.40 13.40 2.30 
7.60 -1.40 9.20 -1.20 
5.30 2.50 11.00 -2.40 
3.00 -0.70 13.30 4.40 
2.80 0.0 la..50 3.30 
3.80 -se:50 15950 5.30 
3.50 -1.30 14.20 6.90 
****** ****** ll.HO c*.M 
JUL 





























































DEGREE-DAY FACTORSlAN) ,RllNOFF CGFFFICJENTS FGR SNlI!J(l:S) I FOk kAIN(Ck). YKECIF HETHGDlFR) 
RANGO-tlARTINFC MODEI. FOR IISSCHIIA R&SIN YEAR= 1974 
DATA FDR ZONE A 
AFR 
AN cs CR 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
u.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0 * 9:s I .oo 
HAY 
PH AN cs CR 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 O.Y5 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 l.OU 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 O.4:i 0.9s 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 O.YS 1.00 
JUN 
AN cs CR 
OS90 O.RS 1.00 
0.50 O.H3 1.00 
0850 0.85 1.00 
0.St-J O.HS 1.00 
0 I50 *.u:, 1.00 
0,50 O.HS 1.00 
0.50 OeRS 1.00 
0.50 0.8s 1.00 
O#SO 0,85 1.00 



































FR AN CS CR PR 
0 0955 0,H:i 0.70 1 
0 O.!jS 0.85 0.70 1 
0 0 , s:i 0-H:) 0,711 1 
0 0.55 0.85 0.70 1 
0 0.55 O.H!i 0.70 1 
0 O.JS O.HS 0.70 1 
cl u.ss O.HS 0.70 1 
0 O.SS 0.85 0.70 1 
0 0.5s O.HS 0870 1 
0 0.55 O.AS 0.70 1 
0 0.55 0.85 0.70 1 
0 0.55 0;Es 0.70 1 
0 0, :i:i O*HS 0870 1 
0 0.55 0.8s 0.70 1 
0 u.ss 0.85 0.70 1 
1 0.55 0.85 0.70 1 
I 0, s:i *.I35 0.70 1 
1 0.35 O.H5 0.70 1 
I 0 +!i:i O.H:, 0,70 1 
I o.s:i 0.85 0.70 1 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
‘1. 40 0.9s 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 O+Y!j 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.4s 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.4!i O.Y:i 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.4s 0.93 1 .OO 
0 0.45 0.95 la00 
0 0 . 4 :‘j 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.50 O.HS 1.00 
o.so O.H:j 1.00 
0.50 oaus s,ou 
0 .:io 0.83 1.00 
0.50 O.R!i S.00 
O.!jO O.HS 1.00 
0,cJ* oau:i s,oo 
0.50 0.85 1.00 
0.90 oaF15 s.00 
o,so O.H:i 1.00 
OS so 0.85 1.00 
0 * !I0 0.85 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.4:; 0.95 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.45 0.93 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 * 4 :‘i 0 . 9Y I * 00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 O.YO I.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0, 4s 0 70 * I 00 * 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 I .oo 
1 0 I 5:) o.li:i 0.70 1 
1 0 . 5 !j 0.85 0.70 1 
1 O,S5 ",ES cl70 1 
1 0, :i!i 0.85 0.70 1 
1 0 I 55 O.H:r (1,7O 1 
1 0.55 0.85 0.70 1 
1 0.55 O.H5 0.70 1 
1 0 . 55 0.85 0.70 1 
1 O.:iS n,li:, 0.70 I 
1 0 . 5'S 0.85 0.70 1 
* o.:\s O.HS 0.70 1 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 , 4:; 0.9:; I ,oo 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 , 4 3 0.93 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 , 4 :, 0,9:i 1.00 
**t* **** **** 
0 0.45 0.90 1 so0 
1, 0. 4s 0 * 90 1 00 , 
0 0.45 0.90 I.00 
0 0 , 4:; O.YU 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1,no 
0 0.4’5 0.90 \.on 
* 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0550 *.fl:, 1 *on 
0.90 O.H:i 1.00 
0,60 o.fis saoo 
0. :;o O.HS 1.00 
0.50 0.85 1.no 
0,SO O.H:i I .OO 
**** **** **** 
Figure 27. (Continued) 
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RANGO-ilARrINEC HOnEL FUR OISCHNA BASIN YEAR= 1974 
IJATA FOR ZONE R 
AFR HAY 
AN 1:s CR FR AN CS CR 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
6.40 O.YS 1.00 0 0.4s 0.Y5 I.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YS 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 *.45 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YS 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.9S 1.00 0 0.45 0.9s 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.95 1.U" 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.9s 1.on 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YS 1.0‘) 
0.40 0.9s 1.00 0 0.45 O.YS I.00 
0.40 0.9:; 1.00 0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.9s 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0.45 0.9s 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0.4s 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0.4S 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.9s 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0.45 0.9:i 1.00 0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 0 0.45 0.90~1.00 
0.45 0.99 1.00 0 0.45 0.90 1.00 

















4N CS CR 
*.50 O.R5 1.60 
O.SO O.HS 1.00 
0.50 O,R!i I,00 
o.so O.HS 1.00 
0.50 0.8s 1.00 
o-so O.HS 1.00 
0.50 0.85 I.*0 
o.sn O.H5 1.00 
0.50 O.HS 1.00 
o.so O.HS 1.00 
0.50 O.RS 1.00 
0.50 O.RS 1.00 
0.50 0.85 1.00 
O.SO o.rl:i 1.00 
0.50 O.AS 1.00 
0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0.50 0.85 I.00 
0.50 O.RS 1.00 
0.50 O*RS 1.00 
o.:io O.RS 1.00 
8.50 O.RS 1.00 
0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0050 0.85 1.60 
0.50 O.R:i 1.00 
0.50 0.05 1.no 
0.50 O.H:i 1.00 
0.50 0.85 I*00 
o.so o.fl:i 1.00 
0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0.50 0.85 1.00 


































AN CS CR 
8.55 o.wi 0.70 
o.:is 0.85 0.70 
0.55 T.HS 0.70 
0.35 O.HS 0.70 
0. Sri 0.8s 0.70 
o.ss O.HS 0.70 
0.5s O.HS 0.70 
0.55 0.85 0.70 
0, Xi 0.8s 0.70 
0.53 0.85 0.70 
0.9s O.HS 0.70 
0.55 o.tls 0.70 
o*:is O.FJS 0.70 
0 . 55 O.AS 0.70 
O.:Ki O.H5 0.70 
0.5:; 0.85 0.70 
0.55 *.es 0.70 
o.ss 0.85 0.70 
0, S!i 0.85 0.70 
O.:iS 0.85 0.70 
0. :jS O.HS 0*70 
0.55 O.RS 0.70 
*.ss O,HS 0.70 
o.:is 0.85 0.70 
0 I 55 **r-Is 0.70 
O.S:i *.I35 0.70 
0.55 0.85 0.70 
o.ss 0.95 0.70 
0.55 O.HS 0.70 
0 , 55 O.BS 0.70 































IIEGREE-DAY FACTOUS(AN)rRUNUFF COFFFlCIENlS FIJR SNllU(CS)r FOK RAIN(CRJr FREClY H(FTHOD(PR) 
RANOn-HARTINEC ,,O,lEL FUR UISCHHA RASIN YEAR= lY74 
DATA FOR 70Nt C 
AFR 
AN CS CR 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.9:i 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.9B 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.40 0.95 1.00 
0.45 O.Y:i 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.45 O.Y:i 1.0" 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.45 O.Y:i 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.4:i O.Y:i 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 + 4 :i O.Y5 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 . 45 O.Y:i 1.00 
0.45 0.95 1.00 
0.4s 0.95 1.00 
***a **** **i* 
HAY 
FH AN CS CR 
0 0.45 0.95 I,00 
0 0.45 0.9s 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.43 O.YS 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.35 1.00 
0 0.4:; 0.95 1.00 
‘I 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 O.Y5 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 0.95 1.00 
0 0.45 O,Y5 1.00 
0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0 0.45 0.9n 1.00 
0 0.49 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 **so 1.00 
0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0 0.45 0,90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 O.YO 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.on 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
0 0.43 0.90 1.00 
0 0.45 0.90 1.00 
i n.45 n.9n I*00 
JUN 
FK AN CS CR 
0 cl.50 OaHS 1.00 
0 0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0 0.50 0.65 1.00 
0 O.SO O.HS 1.00 
0 0.50 0.85 1.00 
0 0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0 0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0 0, 50 O.HS 1.00 
0 0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0 0.S” O.HS 1.00 
0 0.50 O,HS 1.00 
0 0.50 0.85 1.00 
0 0.50 O.RS l.O_o 
0 0.50 o.e:i 1.00 
n 0.50 *,I35 1.00 
0 0 . 3 0 O.R:i 1.00 
0 0.50 O.R5 1.00 
0 0.50 O.H:i 1.00 
0 0.50 O.H5 1.00 
0 0.50 o.n:i 1.00 
0 0.50 O.RS 1.0” 
0 0.50 O.H:i 1.00 
0 0.5* 0.8s 1.00 
0 O.SO 0.83 1.00 
0 0.50 0.85 1.00 
0 0.50 O.HS 1.00 
0 0.50 0.83 I,00 
0 0.50 O.H:i 1.00 1 0.35 0.85 0.70 
0 0.50 0.85 1.00 1 0.55 O.RS 0.70 
0 0.50 O.H:i 1.00 1 0.55 0.85 0.70 
0 **** **** **** * n.55 O.HS 0.70 
.JtJl. 
FR AN CS CR PR 
0 0.55 O.HS 0.70 
0 0.55 O.HS 0.70 
0 O.!iS O.HS 0.70 
0 0 e’s:5 O.HS 0.70 
0 0 a 35 0.H:; 0.70 
0 0 .:i:i O.HS 0.70 
0 O.!i!i *.tJs 0.70 
0 O.!i:i O.H5 0.70 
0 0 , 5s O.HS 0.70 
0 0.55 0.85 0.70 
0 0,715 O.HS On70 
0 0.55 O.R5 0.70 
0 O.S!3 O.HS 0.70 
0 O.S:i o.ss 0.70 
0 0.55 0.85 0.70 
1 0.5s O.HS 0.70 
1 0.5s OsHS 0.70 
1 0.55 O.HS 0.70 
1 0.35 *.Hs 0.70 
1 0 .:iS 0.85 0.70 
1 OS53 O.HS 0.70 
1 O.:i:i 0.85 0.70 
1 0 I 55 0.85 0.70 
1 o.:is 0.85 0.70 
I 0.55 O,HS 0.70 
1 o.ss 0.05 0.70 
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LAPSE RATE(nlLR)r CRTTlCAl TEHPERATllKE(TCR’, , 

























11 0.65 3.00 0.65 
12 0.65 3.00 0.65 
13 0.65 3.00 0.65 
14 0.65 3.00 V.6:i 
15 0.65 3.00 0.15 
16 0.65 s.00 0.65 
17 0.65 3.00 0.65 
18 O.bS 3.00 0.65 
19 0.65 3.00 0.65 






















































‘TCRT DTLR- ‘TCRT lJT1.R 
3.*0 O.b5 ;4.00 0.65 
J.00 0.65 s.00 0.65 
3.80 0.65 1.00 0.62 
J.00 t-J.05 3.00 0.65 
3.** 0.65 3.00 O.bS 
3.00 I) . 6:i 3.00 V.b:i 
3.00 0.65 3.00 0 , 65 
3.00 0.65 3.00 0.65 
;4,*0 0.65 J.80 0.6:) 
J.00 o.b:i 3.00 V.65 
3.00 0.03 14.00 0.65 
s.00 0.63 8.00 0.65 
3.0* 0.63 J.00 O.bS 
J.00 0.65 3.00 0.65 
3.00 0.65 3.00 O.bS 
3.00 V.65 2.00 0.65 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.05 
J.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.6S 
3.00 0. 65 7.00 0.65 
s.o* 0.65 2.00 0.65 
J.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 
J.00 V.O:i 2.00 O.bS 
3.00 0.05 2.00 0.6S 
14.00 V.b:i ‘2.00 V.65 
3.00 0.65 %.OO 0.65 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 
3.00 O.b!i 1.00 O.bS 
J.00 0.65 2.00 0.05 
3.00 ****** **** 0.65 
LAPSE RATECDTLR). CRITICAL TEl4PERATURE(TCRT) 
RANTrO-IIARTINEC nonEt. FIIR DISCHHA RllSIN YEAR= 1974 






















V . 63 
0.65 
















































































































































































































































LAPSE RATE(DTLR)r CRXTIC)II. TEHPERAlIIRE(TCRT) 
RINRD-IIARTINEC MODF:L FUR OISCHtlA BASIN YEAR- 1974 


































































TCRT 0 r1.u rCRT TITLR TCRT 
3.00 0.65 3.00 0.05 0.75 
3.00 V.bS 3.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 O.bS S.00 O.bS 0.75 
3.00 0.6:; 3.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 O.bS L4.00 O.bS 0.75 
3.00 0.65 3.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 3.00 0.6:, 0.75 
3.00 V.b:i 3.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.03 3.00 O.bS 0.75 
s.00 0.0:: 3.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 O.f.5 3.00 O.bS 0 . 7 5 
3.00 0.6:i 3.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 3.00 O.bS 0:/s 
J.00 V.bS 3.00 O.bS 0.75 
3.00 0.*5 3.00 O.bS 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 O.b!i 0.75 
J.00 0.65 2.00 0.0s 0.7b 
3.00 0.65 2.00 O.bS 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 V.bS 2.00 O.bS 0.75 
3 * 00 0.65 2.00 0.0:s 0.75 
s.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.QO 0.65 2.00 O.b)J (1.75 
J.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.“0 0.6:s 0.75 
3.00 0.65 2.00 0.65 0.75 
3.00 ****** **** O.b:i 0.75 
DAILY TEHP IN IltGREE-nPIYS(UT)).INPIJT PRFC1PtPKFC,r SNOU CIl’JF:RF~ AKFA IN X<SI:A::, 
RANGO-HART INEC HOnt:L FOR IIISCHNA RASIN YEAR= 1974 
DATA FOR ZONE A 
DAY APR 
“II PREC SCA 
1 2.05 0.19 0.8RO 
2 l.YO V . Vb 0 . H8V 
3 2.65 0.0 0.875 
4 4.95 v , l-l 0.875 
5 1.40 0.04 O.R75 
6 0.75 0.34 V.H75 
7 1.35 0.0 0.870 
E 1.4S 0.01 V.“‘,l, 
9 3.15 0.0 0.865 
10 1 .b:i 0 . v O.Hb:i 












2.53 0 . v V.HbO 
4.35 0.0 0.860 
0.4S 0.10 0.855 
0.0 0.03 0.850 
0.0 0.33 V . “30 
0.0 0.13 0.*4s 
0.0 0.07 Q.H4Q 
0.0 0.02 O.R35 
0.0 0.0 0.8.45 
0.0 0.0 0.830 
0.0 0.03 v * 830 
23 0.20 0.0 0.815 
24 0.0 0.26 V.“ZS 
25 0.0 0.59 0.810 
26 0.0 0.31 V.8’20 
27 0.0 0.02 0.815 
28 l.YJ 0.0 Q.HlQ 
29 2.90 0.02 0.805 
30 1.52 0.13 O.HOO 
31 at**** ***** ***** 
HAY 
an PRC’C SCA 
1.15 0.71 O.ROO 
0.0 O.%% ".IYS 
0.00 0.03 0.795 
2.55 0 . v 0.790 
0.0 0.4:; 0.7*5 
0 . 0 0.H4 Q.7RV 
0.0 Q.09 0:,75 
1.70 0.01 0.770 
0.95 0.0 0.765 
2.65 0 . 1, “,7bV 
1.75 0.27 0.760 
1.70 O.YH 0.755 
8.30 0.0 0.745 
4.25 0.02 0.73:i 
0.90 0.27 0.725 
4.50 o,* 0.717 
4.RO 0.0 0.700 
5.M 0.0 V.6HO 
6.90 0.0 0.660 
6.15 0.1, 0.640 
6.30 0.26 0.600 
4.65 0.0 0.. SAV 
“,.;S . 3.23 0 4H 0.5?0 4HQ 
1.15 0.3H 0.440 
4.%S 0.03 Q.4QV 
6.60 0.0 0.370 
4.35 0.57. 0.340 
5.20 0.97 0.310 
7.35 0.0 O.%RV 
8.15 0.02 0.%50 
JLIN 
no PREC SCA 
5.10 1 I49 0 I L’S0 
4.o:i 0.0 0.215 
9.YO 0.0 0.200 
11,HV 0.0 O.185 
Il.bO 0.0 0.179 
6.35 0.37 0.170 
1.45 0.0% 0,160 
2.90 0.06 0.150 
2.35 0.07 0.140 
0.0 0.41 0.135 
0.0 O,HS 0,125 
0.0 1.06 0.115 
0.15 1.72 0.110 
4.65 0.03 0.105 
7.95 0.0 0.100 
7.9S 0.66 0.095 
H.15 0.0 0.090 
4.50 0.70 O.ORS 
3,9s 1.20 O.OHO 
7.60 0.0 0.075 
7.55 0.0 0.070 
7.65 1.41 0.06s 
8.75 0.65 O.ObO 
5.10 1.59 0.055 
7.90 0.09 0.050 
H.70 0.0 0.045 
S.9S 2.71 0.040 
6.20 0.83 0.035 
0.05 1.33 0.035 
5.90 1.82 0.030 
***t** ***** ***** 
.1,11 
na PREC SCA 
9.90 0.0 *an:40 
7.90 0.57 0.025 
H.50 0.0 0.025 
7.50 0.R9 0.020 
10125 0,o 0.018 
IO.45 0.0 0.015 
5.00 1ona 0.010 
4.75 0.03 0,005 
9.10 0.0 0 * 0 
8.75 0.74 0.0 
10.9s 0.11 000 
14.25 0.0 0.0 
14.20 0.0 0.0 
11.50 0.20 0.0 
10.00 3.OR 0.0 
12.35 0.0 0.0 
8.15 0.52 0.0 
4.30 2.96 0.0 
J * 00 1.02 0.0 
1.95 0.22 0.0 
4.40 0.41 0.0 
5.30 0.37 0.0 
9.4Q 0.0 0.0 
12.65 0.0 0.0 
R.RO 1.3s 0.0 
9.10 0.17 0.0 
13.65 0.0 0.0 
13.10 0.21 0.0 
15.20 0.0 0.0 
15.35 0.0 0.0 
13.35 0,o 0.0 
Figure 27. (Continued) 
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RANGO-HARTINEC HOGEL FUR fJISCHHA BASIN YEAR= 1974 
DATh FOR ZONE A 
DAY APR 
DD PREC SCA 
1 0.0 0.19 0.930 
2 0.0 V.06 *.93V 
3 0.0 0.0 0.930 
4 2.1:i 0.0 0.930 
5 0.0 0.04 0.930 
6 0.0 0.14 0.925 
7 9.0 0.0 0.925 
8 0 . 0 0.01 O.Y%5 
9 0.35 0.0 0.92,S 
10 0.0 v . 0 0.925 
11 0.0 0.0 0.920 
12 0.0 0.0 0.920 
13 1.55 0.0 0.920 
14 v * 0 0.10 0.920 
15 0.0 0.03 0.920 
16 0.0 0.53 Q.Yl5 
17 0.0 0.13 0.915 
18 0.0 0.07 0.915 
19 0.0 0.02 0.91!i 
20 0.0 v , 0 n.915 
21 0.0 0.0 0.910 
22 0.0 0.03 V.910 
23 0.0 0.0 0.910 
24 0.0 0.26 0.910 
25 0.0 o.s9 0.910 
26 0.0 V.Jl 0.905 
27 0.0 0.0% 0.905 
2R 0.n 0.0 O.YO5 
29 0.10 0.02 0.900 
30 0.0 v. 13 v * YVV 
31 *t**** ***** ***** 
NAY JUL. 
nn PREC SCA au PREC SCA on PREC SCA 
0.0 0.21 0.900 2.30 1.4Y 0.H00 7.1Q 000 O.SlO 
0.0 0.22 0.Y”” 1.25 0.0 0.795 5.10 0.57 0.500 
0.0 0.03 0.900 7.10 0.0 0.790 5.70 0.0 0.490 
0.0 0.0 0.9vv 9.** 0.0 0.785 4.70 0.89 0.4RO 
0.0 0.45 0.900 8.80 0.0 0.776 7.45 0.0 0.464 
0.0 0.84 O.HPS 3.5:i 0.37 0.770 7.65 0.0 0.450 
0.0 0.09 O.BY5 0.0 0.0% 0.770 2.20 1.03 0.440 
0.0 0.01 0.895 O.lQ 0.06 0.750 1.95 0.03 0.430 
0.0 0.0 0.890 0.0 0.07 0.740 6.30 0.0 0.415 
0.0 v . 0 O.HYV 0.0 0.41 0.735 5.95 0.74 0.400 
0.0 0.27 o.Em!i 0.0 0 , t&i 0 . 7%!i H.15 O.%l 0.3H5 
0.0 O.YH O.HR5 0.0 1.06 0.715 11.4S 0.0 0.370 
5.50 0.0 “*RHO 0.0 1.7% 0.705 11.40 0.0 0.360 
1.43 0.0% O.HHO 1.85 0.03 n.695 8.70 0.20 0.350 
0.0 0.77 0.880 5.15 0,” 0.6H:i 7.20 3.OH 0.340 
1.50 0.0 0.877 5.15 0.66 *.670 9.75 0.0 0.330 
2.00 0.0 O.R75 5.35 0.0 0.660 5.35 o.:i2 0,320 
2.25 0 * 1) V.870 1.70 0.70 0.650 1.50 2.96 0.305 
4.10 0.0 0.865 l.l!i 1.20 0.640 O,%? 1.02 0,290 
3.35 0.0 V.RbO 4.80 0.0 0.630 0.0 0.22 0.2RO 
3.50 0.26 o.fl5:i 4.7s 0 I 0 0.620 1.60 0.41 0.270 
1.85 0 * v O.H:iV 4.85 1.41 0.610 2.50 0.37 0.260 
0.0 3.23 o.fl4:r 5.95 0.65 0.600 b.bO 0," 0.245 
0.0 0.4G 0.R4l-l 2.30 1.59 0.590 9.RS 0.0 0.230 
0.0 0.38 0.835 5.10 0.09 O.SRO 6.00 1.3S 0,220 
1.4:i 0.03 0.830 5.90 0.0 O.Sb5 6.30 0.17 0.210 
3.GQ 0.0 0.@25 3.15 2.71 o.:i:io 10.85 0.0 O.lYS 
1.55 0.52 n.B%* 3.40 0.83 0.540 lQ.JQ 0.21 O.lRO 
2.40 0.97 0.81s 3.25 1 *3J;4 o.:iao 12.40 0.0 0.170 
4.55 0 , v O.RlV 3.10 1.82 0.520 1z.:i5 0.0 O.lbO 
5.35 0.02 0.800 ****** ***** ***** 10.55 0.0 0.155 
DAILY TEHP IN GEGREE-GAYS(GG).INPUT PRECIY(PkEC)r SNW CIl’.‘ERF:Il AKEA IN X(SCA::) 
DAJLY TEttP IN DEGREE-DAYS(DD)rINPUT PkECIP(PkEC)r SNI-JU CGVF:REll AREA 1N XtSCA::, 
RANGG-MAR lINEC HO!3El. FGR DISCHHA RASIN YEAR= 1974 
DATA FOR 7UNt’ C 
PAY APR 
nn PREC SCA 
1 0.0 0.19 O.G50 
2 0.1) 0.06 O.H45 
3 0.0 0.0 0.845 
4 0.0 0.0 O.R4V 
5 0.0 0.04 0.840 
6 0.0 0.34 0.835 
7 0.0 0.0 0.835 
8 0.0 0.01 O.H~iO 
9 0.0 0.0 0.830 
10 v.0 0.0 Q.HSO 
11 0.0 0.0 O.G25 
12 0.0 Q . V v.ws 
13 0.0 0.0 0.820 
14 0.0 0.10 0.07.0 
15 0.0 0.03 0.8%0 
16 0 . 0 0.53 0.815 
17 0.0 0.13 0.815 
18 0.0 0.07 0.810 
19 0.0 0.02 0.810 
20 0.0 0 . 0 QtRlO 
21 0.0 0.0 O.RO5 
22 0.0 0.03 n.evs 
23 0.0 0.0 0.805 
24 0.0 0.26 “.I305 
25 0.0 o.s9 0.805 
26 0.0 0.31 V.RVS 
27 0.0 0.02 O.RO5 
28 0 . 0 0.0 Q.HQ5 
29 0.0 0.02 0.805 
30 0.0 0.13 n.t)os 
31 ****** ***** ***** 
HAY JIJN 
on PREC SC4 aa PREC SC.4 
0.0 0.21 0.805 0.0 1.49 0.790 
0.0 0.22 O.R*:i 0.0 0.0 0.790 
0.0 0.03 0.805 4.63 0.0 0,790 
0.0 0.0 O.HOS 6.53 0.0 0.790 
0.0 0.45 0.805 6.33 0.0 0.786 
0.V V-84 Q.GO:i 1.08 0.37 0.7HS 
0.0 0.09 0.805 
0 0 . 0.01 Q.805 
0.0 0.0 O.ROE 
0.0 0.0 0 * RO5 
0.0 0.27 O.EOS 
0 * 0 O.YH *.eo:i 
3.03 0.0 0.805 
0.0 0.02 0.805 
0.0 0.27 0.805 
0.0 0.0 0.804 
0.0 0.0 0.800 
0.0 0.0 O.ROV 
1.63 0.0 0.800 
O.HB 0.0 “.H00 
1.03 0.26 O.ROO 
0.0 0.V O.HQO 
0.0 3.23 0.800 
0.0 0.4H O.ROO 
0,o 0.38 0.800 
0.0 0.03 0.795 
1.33 0.0 0.795 
0.0 0.32 0:195 
0.0 0.97 0.795 
2.QR 0.0 v. 795 
2.RH 0.02 0.790 
0.0 0,oz 0.7fl:i 
0.0 0.06 0.785 
0.0 0.07 0.7HO 
0.0 0.41 0.780 
0.0 0.85 0.7HO 
0.0 1.06 0.785 
0.0 1.72 0.7RS 
0.0 0.03 0.785 
2.68 0.0 0.7H5 
%.b8 0.66 0.78:i 
2.HH 0.0 0.7H:i 
0.0 0.70 0.785 
0.0 1.20 0.785 
2.53 0.0 0.785 
2.28 0.0 0.7R5 
2 * JR 1.41 0.785 
3.48 0.65 O.‘/HS 
0.0 1.59 0.785 
2.63 O.OY 0.7R:i 
3.43 0.0 0.785 
0.6R 2.71 0.7RS 
0.93 0.83 0.785 
0.7R 1.33 0.785 
0.63 1.R2 0.790 
****** ***** ***** 
JIIL 
nn PREC SCA 
4.63 0.0 0.790 
2.63 0.57 0.790 
3.23 0.0 0.790 
2.23 O.R9 0.795 
4.9H 0.0 0,797 
S.lH 0.0 0.795 
0.0 1.03 0.790 
0.0 0.03 0.7R5 
3.83 0.0 0.7BO 
3.48 0.74 0.775 
S.6R 0.21 0.770 
8.98 0.0 0.760 
R.9R 0.0 0.750 
6.23 0.20 0.740 
4.73 3.OH 0.730 
7.28 0.0 0.720 
2.HW O,S% 0.710 
0.0 2.94.0.700 
0.0 1.02 0.690 
0.0 0.22 0.675 
0 * 0 0.41 0.660 
0.03 0.37 0.445 
4.13 0.0 (I.630 
7.38 0.0 0.615 
3.53 1.35 0.600 
3.R3 0.17 0.5E5 
R.3H 0,o 0.570 
7.R3 0.21 0.560 
Y.93 0.0 o.sso 
10.08 0.0 0.540 
R.OR 0.0 0.530 
Figure 27. (Continued) 
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DAILY SNOY DEPTH WY ZONE IN CM.tlkk2(DPltl), DAILY CGHPUTED PRECIY 
RANG+NARTINEC ilODEL. FUR GISCHHA BASIN “YEAR= 1974 
CONlR1RUlINli 1U HIINGFF (CPRE) 
DATA FOk ZONE A 
APR tlAY JUN JUL 






















v # 0 
0.092 
























































































































































0.0 1 .ODR 
0.0 0.043 







v * 660 0.0 
0.0 o.!l20 
0.700 2.960 










1 * 3ao 0.0 
1.420 0.0 
**t** 0.0 
0.0 1.9:42 let66 0.1915 
0.0 2.470 I.371 2 .RZY 
V. 167 I * OOY 1, * ,343 0 8 9;49 
0.0 1.39:8 0.669 I .43/l 
I, . 0 v * 977 0.0 1.9OY 
t**** 0 . 9 3 2 0.015 t**** 
DAILY SNOU DEPTH RY ZDNF. IN CH.MSkZ(UPTH)~ DAILY CGII,‘UlED PHECIP C,~N,HIRIITING 11) RUNGFF(CPRP1 
RANGG-tlARTINEC HGl)EL FUR IIIRCHIIA RASIN YEAR= 1974 
DATA FOR ZONE R 
































































V.083 2.927 1.204 1.769 






























































































































































DAILY SNDU DEPTH BY ZONF IN CH.l’l:*%(DPTH), DAILY COWPUTELI YRFCIP CllNTRIYUTlNR TO RIINDFF(CPRE) 
RANGO-HARTTNEC UOllEC FOR’ I>KSCHNA RASIN YEAR= 1974 
DAlA FOR ZONE C 
APR NAY 
DPTH CPRE nP rH CPRE nPTH CPRE 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.313 *.4wl 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.263 0.685 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.163 0.677 
0.0. I) . 0 0.0 0.0 0.422 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.363 0.265 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.338 O.%HH 
0.0 0 , 0 0.0 0.0 1.9YE 0.948 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.438 0.3OY 
0.0 0 . 0 0.0 o-.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.731 0.146 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.394 0.079 1.163 0,250 
0.0 0.0 0.369 0.0 1.13H 0.245 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.551 1.619 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.014 0.650 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.403 0.372 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.404 0.060 
0.0 0.0 0.5Y6 0.122 0.265 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.363 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.304 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.Y34 0.191 0.247 0.0 


































































Figure 27. (Continued) 
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DAILY COtlPUTED ANB ACTUAL SNOYHELT RUNUFF DATA 






































0.600 0.453 0.800 
0.630 0.441 0.760 
4~62Q L&21 0.760 
0.710 0.427 0.770 
0.760 0.434 0.720 
0.750 0.414 0.760 
0.800 0.396 0.790 
0.840 0.391 0.870 
O.A90 0.396 0.970 
0.950 0.413 1.100 
0.960 0.434 1.140 
I), 990 0.440 1.120 
1.070 0.695 1.230 
1.230 1.111 1.470 
1.160 1.153 I.550 
1.010 1.199 1.850 
0.920 I.390 2.200 
O.R50 1.619 2.480 
0.810 1.999 2.840 
0 * 780 2.43Y 2.930 
0.770 2.784 3.030 
0.770 2.957 3.510 
0.780 2,779 3.270 
0 * I300 2.4155 2.720 
0.760 7.lRS 2.460 
0 * 750 2.141 2.400 
0.740 2.493 2.630 
0.740 2.776 2.R30 
0.800 2.804 2.700 
O.H40 3.11t 3.040 
I****** 3.652 4.050 
TOTAL ACTUAL SrREAMFCOY= 390.2161 
“EAN ACTUAL STREAliFLOY’ 3.1985 
TOTAL COl,PUTEn VOI.UtIE= 406.6025 
MEAN C”“PUTFn VIILUIIE= 3.3328 
GOOUNFSS OF FTT HEASURF= 0.9039 
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILED PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS 
Figure A-l. Flow chart for subroutines of the snowmelt-runoff model program. 
Figure A-2. Flow diagram for DRVSNO, the main component of the snowmelt-runoff model. 
Figure A-3. Flow diagram for subroutine READIN. 
Figure A-4. Flow diagram for subroutine LAPSE. 
Figure A-5. Flow diagram for subroutine PRESNO. 
Figure A-6. Flow diagram for subroutine RUNOFF. 
Figure A-7. Flow diagram for subroutine GOOD. 
Figure A-g. Flow diagram for subroutine IOMTH. 
Figure A-9. Flow diagram for subroutine PLOTR. 
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I DRVSNO 1 
c 
READIN LAPSE IOUT PRESNO RUNOFF GOOD PLOTR 
READS COMPUTE 
OUTPUTS TEMP. COMPUTES 
COMPUTES 
NAMELIST TEMPERATURES 




INPUT BY LAPSE RATE 
SNOW COVER PRECIPITATION 
INPUT 
RUNOFF 




Figure A-I. Flow chart for subroutines of the snowmelt -runoff model program. 
I FLAG I 
1 
I READIN I 






















IOUT MODEL RUN NUMBER 
WRITE TEMP. 
PRECIPITATION I 
AND SCA TO READ ANOTHiR 

































I IOUT I 
WRITE RUNOFF 
I COEFFICIENTS, DEGREE-DAY FACTORS AND 
1 LAPSE RYE DATA 1 
END OF DATA 
Figure A-3. Flow diagram for subroutine READIN. 
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(ENGLISH/METRIC) 
&SET BASE TEMP 











TEMPS TO ELEV 
ZONES USING 


















SO TO INPUT SCA. 
IF TOTAL SCA 
METHOD. ASSIGN 











HELD FOR TOTAL 
‘NOTE: 
SO = NON-SCA 
Sl = TOTAL SCA 
SET COMPUTED 
PREClP TO IN- I I PUT PRECIP + EXTRA PRECIP HELD 1 
I 
, 
SNOW TO ACCUMU- 
LATED SNOW 








1 COMPUTE 1 
Figure A-5. Flow diagram for subroutine PRESNO. 
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/ \ 
ENTER RUNOFF c-> 
COMPUTED RUN- 
OFF ARRAY TO 
CONVERSION OF 
YES /h&&P’ I > NUMBER NO 
Y YES 
ZONE RUNOFF 










OF RUNOFF CO- 
EFFICIENTS & 
FLOW USING PRE- 
VIOUS DAY LAGS 
AND RECESSION 
PREVIOUS RUN- 
OFF TO CURRENT 
RUNOFF IS CUR- 
RENT DAY RUN- 
FLOW DATA WITH 
ACTUAL DATA 
RUNOFF SUM IN 
EACH ZONE. 
MULTIPLY BY RUN- 
Figure A-6. Flow.diagram for subroutine RUNOFF. 
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ENTER GOOD (2 
r . I 
COMPUTE MEAN 




















r-5 END GOOD 
Figure A-7. Flow diagram for subroutine GOOD. 
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I ZERO UT I 
MONTH VALUE 
TO lNP”T END 
MONTH VALUE 
CHECK IF CC 




FOR ONPIX. - 
WRlTE HEADER ACWAL 
FOR T. 
PRECIP. SCA 
Figure A-8. Flow diagram for subroutine IOMTH. 
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I INCREMENT FLAG TO CON- TINUE PROCES- I 
WR,TE HEADER 
FOT T. PRECIP 
FOR RVNOFF 
BY ZONES FOR 






BY ZONE DATA 






OFF BY ZONE 
DATA ARRAY 
FOR DAYS NOT 
I AN, DTLR. ,PR TO DATA ARRAYS I 



















I . PLOT 4 I 
I WRITES PLOT LABEL I 







DAYS < 400 
I PLOT RUNOFF 
TERMINATE 
Figure A-9. Flow diagram for subroutine PLOTR. 
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APPENDIX B 
FORTRAN Source Listing for the SRM Program and Subroutine PRPLOT with Compilation on the IBM 3081. 
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xx XX xx XX 
xx r x x* 
XX XX X,: 
xx xx XX 
IX xx XX 
AX xx xx 
XX X.5 x1 
xx xx XX 
xxY.xxIxxx% XX 
xxxxxxxx XX 
AXIX%XiXkX XL XI 
kxxx!xxxkx~x XZI( xx 
XX xx )rXXk XI 
kr; 1X xx XI. xx 
kX xx k x Xi. 
Xk ‘.Ax.%X:.lrkx LX XX 2 
*xxxkxxxxxxx XX xx xx 
1X A% kX k.:, xx 
11 xx *X XXXA 
XX XX XX xxx 
xx XY xx xx 











x x x 




x x x 

























































xxxxxxxxxxxx XX xxxxxxxx 
START JOB 17 16 X7CRBS74 TAP61 05: 13:26 FR! 07 JAN 8: (63/007) CLASS B/STD. wASA/GSFC SACC 370/166 HASP 11 VS.0 
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SNCIW.KELT.RLII~OFF.tlOGFL .FflRT 






























































0 0 h :< 0 r 
00.540 c 














FUNC,l”N - HLOCK DATA CONTAINS AI., ,-,F THE NhHELXST AN” 
01, .SF,,r VARIARl..ES IN ALL IIF THE Cr)Hlll-iN Rl.GCKS 
USFG I,, THF. SNIIUtlEL 1 -kIINrJPF Hl,l.Wl. Ph’UGkhH, 
,?FFcIIIL.T Vnl.lJES ARI-: INGICPIIEG UHFRE APPLICIRLE 
COt,t,“N BLOCK VARIARI FS 
VCIRIAR1.h: CL71,1,1JN TYPF DEFAIIL. r 
























TO RUNftFF 11, FACH EL.EVA’I’IIIN 
%ONF(HEr:I:lliFNG:IN, 
CntlrIl~IEr! AViTRABE U4SI.Y 
S’IREAtl RlJNDFF (ME T: H**3/SECi 
ENR:F,**B,SFC, 
COtIF’IIl’E~ TFtlPt kA.rllRE TN 
BERREF-DhYS 
NAt,EL.IST /CL.IH/ PARAtlElFkS 
CLItmrnl.GGIm. lmTA 
TRASF RY.4 HAXIHU,< ,JA,,.Y ~IFIIYEKA’rIIRF’S 
RFCIIRIIEG FOR RASF STATIIIN 
(tlET:CiFNG:F) 
cL InAT R*4 TEtIF’ERATURE w’rfi FXPRFSSFG 
IN ,IFLiRFF-nPIYs(I,F’I:C-o; 
ENG:F-1.l) 
CLIDAT R*4 SNOWCOVEK ‘,HtCI I,, FAI’H 
EI.yVAT ItJN Z”NE( 1.0=100X, 
CL rnn1 RY4 IlAlLY NFASUkFII YktCIPlTAYLON 
<MFr:CHiENn: .LN> 
CL 1nnT R*4 TEFIF’F RAl LlRF CrINVFkS1rIN 
FAWIjR FOR RAIN/SNOW CHECK 
CL ,,IFII I1’4 lR7 NIItIRtK r,F SHUUtIFI T UfiYS 
NAtIF, JST/RASF/ FARAtltTt’kS 
HASIN OATA 
“FISTI* I RYH HASTN N,-,NF 
HAS,IAT TY4 I979 UOIlFL YFFlR 
RASIIAT I *4 4 NUHRFR (IF FLFVAIIUN %I,I,F:S 
RPISIIAT R*R ARFh IN tA,:H !-l.tVMI,,N 
(IlNC’(IlFI:I,**7:ENli:FT**2) 































































































































IIFl-F55InN Cr,FFFICIENT,K . 
FRFVIUIIS ll,,Y K,,N,,FF A, 
STRFAH IjFl,iF:. 
SNll IA, RUIIIItF V,+,.,,F. 
THIS VAlUE SH0UI.D RF: THE 
ACTI.IAI. unTA VA,. UF w,Y 
n,:i,kx,l)-1. 
All.,l,S’lt,tNT FIlK TEllFEK4~lIJRF 
I.fiPSiFI RATE(MFT:C-Jli 
ENG:F-1.8) 






FRECSYSTA’, IIIN ,<6THU1! UFrS(IN 
O;NIlN-SNOIJ COVFRED AREA 
l=TrITAI hREA 
HYFSIJMF I RI,: f+FAN E.I.~VCITSCIN 
UF EACH ZUNE 
EL E.Vc\, SO,.! ,lF HASC $‘,‘A, SUN 
FIAri lfl lNl.ISL:A’,t’ SF TFHFS 
AliF INYllT FIS MAX-t,IN 
O=TFHF’S NW, AS ,,A);-WIN 
!;TEtlt’S INPUT AS MAX-IiSN 
F’I.cllj 1F 1t,/IF’FNKrukts Aut. Tll 
HF A,JTI)HA I ICAL I Y EXTRAFOLfiTE” 
TO FLkVAT,,,N %“Nk. 
SINII1.F STATION INFIJT 0NI.Y. 
O=FXTRAF’OI.A’,F ,!RSN,; rilVFN 
, APSF UATtH. 
l=AI,TOtlA~, ICAl. I. Y EXTRPIF@I ATE 
NAtlFLLSSl /,,P I / t’AHAIIt IF RS 
FRllGRA,, r.llNTRll, ANT1 OPTIONS 
OFTnAT 117 1 
OFTIIAT JY7 0 
OF’TnFIT IL? 1 
OFTDFIT IS? 0 
OFTFIAT r Y7 1 
RllN St.R,lt NI:F NUI’IHF’R 
SNLlwnc ,.I Hl,rlF . 
PI. 131’ UP’, ! r,N 
































IZllNF. OFTn4T J h:! 
l=AI.TIJ4l ,I4 r4 
3*0 711NF ,I414 tI.4G 




O.=NU ,lJNF OFIT4 AV4Tl AbLE 
l=rIAT* INF’IIT PY zrmts 
1IITFI.G OPTII4’I I*? 1 TFtiYFH4, ,lRE LAPSF’ K4TF FI.4G 
O;NO rF,,FFR4 I’,,,?,? ILPIPRF: R4TE 
DATA 4V4114J3I.F 
l~TF,lPERATlJ~E ,.cIFSF: RATE 
D4T4 4V4ll 4HI.F 
“THn OFTSlAT 733 I Mt THllJl ,ISF,J -, II ,:Ol+FU , E 
TF,,FFHAT,JRF IN OEFRSE- 
OlR%O c 









01920 C SST”TH OFTIIAT IY4 
019.5" c 
01940 c 
01950 c IENHTH OFT1141 I*4 
019hO c 
01970 c 
OlOHO r EXTFRNII,. RE F FRFNTt.S - N,,NE 
01990 c 
02Ol~O I- CAL, FIN FRO” - NONE 
01010 c 
0?070 c DESIGNFR/FROGKA,~~F~ - li,tI4.II,K, RFSFAKCH F. llAl4 SYSTEtlS,INr:. 
02OJO c 




Il4YR IN TEl3t’FRA.l IJkF FktF- 
FROCFSSKNF RlJlJ’TSNE 
O=l,E4N Ht TH,-aD 
I-FFFFCTIVE HINI,3U,, “ETHOD 








OUTFlIT llAT4 CO,+t,ON 





























II. ! 1. tirlraF,O,’ 
!‘,?,A TFl.TIO, 
1”t7 i 1 F’RJNT,O/ 
-‘: ‘fi II,-I.*qIo, 
II ,‘. 1 4 I: r T F L G i 1 I 
I., 1 i?, T 1 0 NE I 3 * 0 , 
. . /‘, IJITFLG. 1; 
-‘.I,-, nr~tl,o, 
r I i r I FR”r:/l/ 
TlA-I 6 1 FRR,JN/l/ 
DATA lST,iTH/4/ 
114, 4 IENHTH/9/ 
tlhT4 F/?928kO .O/ 
IsAT RNPlX/367kO.O/ 
[IPITA X1/367*0.0/ 
04 IA TEHFT/292RkO./ 
























071 in c 
03160 r 
071 10 C 
031RO c 









FUNClION - THIS IS THE M4IN FROGK4H URlVER FIIK THE SI~IlwtlEI.T- 
RIJNIJFF MOJIFL YR,~,;h’AfI AS MVEJ.flFE@ RY J.fiARTINEC 
4NlT 4. R4WGIl. 
THF SNl-,wtlFL.T-RUNOFF ,,OllFL FRUGh’CIM COKF’U’I ES THF S’rKtz AM R,JHlJFF 
FUR 4NY NOlJNT4INO,lS RASTN FOR *NY SN0WMFI.M SEASON IJF r” 365 
n4YS 4ND ANY NIJHHER OF ELCVA’, lUN ZIINFS 1lY TO P 7.IJWES. .IHF 
BASS,: INF’IJT FCIRCItlFTFRS 4h’b: SNllW COVEKEn 4Ht:4rTE#FER4T,JUE, 
4ND F’RFCIFITATSON rI4TA. THF I14.FA H4Y RF: INF’UT FIJK EACH 7oNE 
4Nn ,,A., HE INF,,, IN EITHER METRIC IJR ENGLSSH IJNTTS. 
THF SNOWRFL.T-RIJNOF’F tmtt FK~JGRAI’I C4w BF ~F’GRA’I’FJJ IN EIIHER 
A SIMlJL4TIllN ti,JJlc’ WHERE ‘THF COtlFLJrE@ STREFIH RIJNIlFF IS COMPARED 
TO 4rTUAL. STREAtI RlJNOFF,IF AVAJLAHLFJ OR 4 F’IIRCAST t,@l!F UHfRF 
THE srKE*n KIJNIJFF IS cotw*wn ru *c.r,J*,. R~JNoFF FVERY 7rH O*Y. 
INFlIT FClR4t,ETERS RRC. Rt4D TNT0 THE FRlJGR4ti FRIIN THRt:F’ N4tlFLlSTSt 
/C,.lM, CONIAINING C!.l~4~llll.,l~iII:4l~ OATA./B4SE/ CnNr4lNING H4SIN 
DEFFNnFNT D4T4r AN” /OF’T/ CONTAJI+ING Fh’ClfiK4l’l OF’, 1UHS. 
PS 4N OFTS@N AI., INF’U, FCIU4tlF.IFRS CAN RF’ RF’FROII,J~:FI~ 4S ,,U’,t’UT 
,JN 4 I4ON~IHI.Y H4SlS. 4l..S0 AS 4N IJFTSON 4 FRINTFR F,.UT C4N BE 
F’ROr!,lCFrl wll H C~HF’LIl EI, S.1 RF 4t,F L.TJW 4WU 4CTlJ4,. 5 I Rt4tiF’LflW FL01 TFD 
4s ,ILS:~HAH,<F RCII’F VS. NIIIIHF’R OF IICIYS. 4 ‘,;Oll@NFSS IIF FIT’ ,,EPlS,,RE 
ANrl Till Al 4,:TLIAI AN,, STMUI AlEll SlKFAtlF’I II IS F’KIII’lIIl:tJ.I 4s O,JlF,lT 
EXTFRN4, RtFERFNLFS-- 
~‘F*IITN - KFAII; JN NA,,FI.TYT arm ~THF.R INPUT “4~4 
F-RFTMF’ - FXTR4Fnl 4TFh TttlFFRATlJKtS TIJ El FVATS,lN ZllNF Awn 
~IltI~IlIFS TFMPFKAT,JR~S TN ,lkGRFF-TlFIYS. 
FRFRNI1 - ,‘A, rlll ATFS Ph’F,?TF’~TATIIlN I;~lNTHT~,,~, TNli Tl, R,,NI,FF 
t,,R C?,r.H F, FV41 l,lN l”NF TN HASIN FROH DRY 
SNDb! (HIIN-SHIII, ,;,IVFRFIl ARt4) IJR RTFF SNnW ,.,II,4L 
















.._. . . .-- --.-- .-...---.-- ~- 
04200 I IFHrRIINI~FrQNPlXr~l~TIJ~l.~CS~AN~~TL.R~,JFI.Al~rInF~.O,ROFl.G~~GF~.G, 

















































04670 c FIJNI:‘IIGN - REAM INFIJ’I nAl’A FRUM NAMEl.ISTS /CLIii/,/RASE/r 
ANn /OFT./. AILSO GIJTFUTS HEADER INFORMATION 
.4Nnr,JN OPIII~NIUIL.I. REFRGGlJCE A1.t. INFIJT FARAHETERS, 
CONTXNLIE 
Cc\LL. RGtITJNE TO COtlFLITF FkECIYIT,,TION C”NTRJB,,TIN,; TU KUN,,FF 
C41.1 PKESNO 
COHFUTF FRFII1CTFn KIINGFF -- CALL RUNOFF 
CALL. RllNGFF 
CHFCK IF ACTLlAl DATA AVflILAH1.F 
IF,ACTFl.G.FQ.OJ GU TIJ 900 
COMFUTF: RFSIJILTS -- CAL., GlJOrl 
CONTINUE 
CHECK IF PLO.1 IS DkSIRFll ANG CAILI. PLOT RulJ’rINF --CALL. F,.GT 
IF(1FLT.FO.O) GIJ TO 70 
CA1.L. Pl,OTR,RNFlX~AClUAI ,Xl,NIJrIJ+I A,irACTFL.G) 
C@NTJNUE 
CHFCK IF NIJT FIRS1 Rl,N ANIJ SET FIRST RlJN FI.fi,i.IStT 
ISET=ISFTtl 
GO TO IO 
URITE,6,1500) 




































‘:m 5 0 :I li 13 
.:I :, co 4 0 r 
I:, 9 0 j :,ai 2 
;:!‘60 r 
a -0711 I‘ 
* ‘. s r, : 
,A,: ;y,, ;y 
ARGUMENT LIST - 
VAR1AHL.E TYPE rn nESCRIPTION 
--_-____ __-_ __ ---_------- 
ISET I14 I FLAG TO ItmICArE FIRST RUN nF nnnu 
IENn 1x4 0 FLAG TO INnIC4TE ENn OF JIATA 






























tl4 * t, I N 
117Hn 
























































EXTFSNAL. KFFFRFN,;FS, - 
1,111 r - lJ,IJ,,,‘TY KrJlJTItJF I’l, lJ,JTPlJT RFS ,,I. TS TN MONTHLY 
ANlI IW,\L Y FnRtWiT. 
051?0 c 
05 I GO c 
05190 r CAL,.FP PY -- fl4IN 
05100 c 
t,5710 c COJ,FIITFR/L4NG,lATrF’ -- It.!” 360 A’, riStC/FMkIK‘,N IV 
05220 c 


















n4TA RUN@F/?9ZP*O. 0, 
nAT4 TEtlFT/?92H*O./ 
Il4T4 UNITS/‘r,FTF.RS ’ I ‘FFCI ‘/ 
DRTA 4HlJNI,/‘SU. ‘r’J,ETE’r’RS ‘I 
ItAT A!?,JNIT/‘SG. ‘r’t,ILE’r’S ‘/ 




COFLGvnTFLGrTOF’I GtFOFl G 
DIJIENSJGN RlJNOF,366.R,tTEflF’T,;~66rGJr4~UN~T,3Jr4FIJ#I’I,;I, 
05470 c 
0 5 4 :, 1% COMMON/C, I~lAT/T,366rR,,S,366,G,,FRFr;~~,~~66,HJ,4r;T~J4l.(;~66J, 
05440 1 rCRIT,366,,ND 
05450 c 
Cl5460 COHtJ~N/TP4SE/TtIF4N~R!,S’I’4,N,Ttl4X,366,rlHIN,.~~O6,rJ~4X~ltlrIFXT, 
05470 1 lJ!S,iTIY 
05480 c 
05490 c 
055rJo COH~ON/@F’l~4T/IS1t,THrIFNtITHrIKlJNr~,lll~rTYkKUNrIFI T,IFRIN’, ,,Jtl.cIri. 
05510 I 4I:TFL.,lrI~T)NF,3,,IDTF,.G,l~‘rHllrlTFKOC 
05510 c 
05530 CO~~ONIR4S~4T/H4SIN,?,,4~~4,P,,X.Y,J~TJ~~366,~~,4l~,366,G,, 














































CLI~4TflLOGIC4L NFIt,FLIS, FAKANFlFkS 
NAt,FL IST/Cl.ltl/NG,l rS,4C1l,4,.,FK~r;IY,TU4X,ll4~N,lr;~~T 
P4SIN NAHEIIST F4R4tlETFRS 
FRC,GRFItl OPTION NAMF, IST FAk:AUETERS 
IEND- 
CHECK IF NOT FIRST RIJN 
IFrISET.GE.1, GO TO 10 
REAG CLIH N4tJF.I.IST FUR CLIti4,UI OBXCAI. ll4.14 
REAn,S.CLIJirEND=99SJ 
CONTINIJE 












0 c. 7 6 0 c 
06770 
0 s 3 3 0 







0 5 3 f, 0 
05370 






















































WRJTF RUN NLltIRFR 4ldl.l Rnei\N NAtiF 
WHITF(6.3500) 
WRI,E(6,7000, JKIJN,HAH?NrTYFPlR 
URITF SNLlUMFLT RtlNGFF FRGGK4i-i tIf!I~F 
WKITF(6,7500) HiOnE 
,,R, IF FRFIGKFIEI flF1 II)NS 
UhITF(6,3000) 
FZlRH4, (.” FR”GR4tI “Y1 IONS (O=@FF rl;IJU) ‘//I 
,.,R( rE(5,.tsOO, .cP,.l, ~F’RIN~~rIIFL.4I‘,r4CTFt.Hr~I7~~Nt:~I~rI=lr.SJrIOTFI.Gr 
~TH~~,ITFRDTrIFRRtlNrlFXTrIllFG~Y,tI4XtITN,I5’lHTH~lFNr(TH 
UR,TF NIltlRFR OF SNGWtIF(I.T Il4YS 4NIJ E:Lt’VCITI@N 7ONFS 
URITF(6,SOOO) NrIrNZ 
URITF RFCFSSION COEFFICIFNT FACTORS X 4NTl Y 




IF(FraR(, J eFG.1 .OJ l.cIG=JG 
URlTF(5,hOOO) X,Y,ONSII.AG 
URI,t ARE4 ,N FACH FI.FVCITJGN ZGNF 
IF(,!F,AG.ER.OJ UkITt(6v6500) 4tiIINlT 
Ik~(IJFLAG~EO.lJ UR[TE(Ar5500) AEUNIT 
UR,TF(6,7000J (1,4RkA(l)rI=lrN7) 
URITF HYFSOi,FTRIl; MEAN ELFVATJGN IN FACH 
URJTE(6,6900) UNIT 
WKPlF(hr7000> (rrZHEAN(TJ.I=lrNZJ 
WRITF RASF Sr4TIGN FI.FVATIflN 
URITF(br7600) UNIT 
NRlTF(5,7700) STATN 
CHECK 1F l4F’SF RATE n41’4 IS FRGVllJED 
IF(JltTFLG.FG.0J URITE(6.f;SOO) 
URITF SNFIIT ,lPlTA IF’ IPRINT PA14 FL411 IS SKT 
IF!?FRlNT.EN.O) GO TCI 900 










URTTF: RlJNGFF COFFFICIENTS.IJFliREF JJAY F4I:TGHR ANll FRECIPITA’rlIlN 








































































nn TO 900 




1 FflRHAT(//SX,’ ‘UN I’,I!;r:!X, ‘P4SINi’r24H,2X,‘YFnfia’rl5/) 
FJlRi+CII’(//’ HnJ?F ~WS~I,UI.CI’TE~r I=-‘FI,RCASIJ=’ I Id,,) 
FGRH4T ( ’ FLn’J fl~TI~JN=‘,I7,7x1’FkIl~l rJYTI~JI~~‘r1:1rPXr’LJNJTS(Or-‘r 
~HFTRTC~I~F~J~~J.ISH~~~,I:?~/IX~~~CTJICIJ. n4T4 FIL~J~=~~I~~~x~~zoNF: *, 
‘INFWI II4T4~TFtIF,rFRF~IF’.rk,IN~JF’~ COFF. ,=‘,377,, 
1x9 ‘I.APSE RRTF Tl4TA FJ.4,i.~‘rS3r%X,‘DF~REE-TIAy J,FTHr-,I~(O=J,EAN,‘, 
‘I-EFFFCTIVE “INIt,Vt!~=‘r,%,, 
1X, ‘TE#Pt:K,,TlJRE FHOCESSKNI; FL,4li::‘, [2,%X, ‘RUNOFF BY ZONE OUTPUT’ I 
’ GFTlnN=‘rI7// 
lX,‘FLCIG TJ-J EXTkAF,,LAlE TEHFFRATVR~S~O=EXTRA~rlJ~4’~~ USINti’r 
lX*‘GIVEN JLCIPSF: RATES, ~=~~JTI~J~~T~C~I.LY EXTRAFOLATE)=‘,I2// 
1X,‘FLAG TO CGJ,FlJTF GERRtE-J!AYS=‘rl%// 
lX,‘FI.AG 10 INGlCPITt: INFIJT TFJIFS 4RE H4X-HTN=‘rI2// 
1X,‘START HGNTH=‘,I7r7X,‘ENJI t,rJNTH=‘,12//) 
FlJRll4T(//’ NlJJ4RER OF SNDUHEL.T n4ys=’ rISr5X,‘NlJJiRER OF ‘9 
‘ELFV4TIGN ZONES=‘rI5//) 
FORH4T(/SX,‘NO rEJ4FER4TIJRE LAPSE RATE DATA INPUT’/) 
FORtlAT(//SX, ‘RECESSION COFFFIECIFNT FACTflkS’// X FACTOR-‘, 
F9.6,’ Y F4CrUR=‘1FY.b,,’ INIrI4l. RUNOFF VAI.IJF=‘rF9.3. 
3x, 'L4G=',I3r' HOURS’) 
F11RH41(/5Xr ‘4RE4 IN E4CH EJ.EVCITION ZONE’// 
’ 70NF’,SX,‘4REA’,lX,‘(‘,S44,‘,‘, 
FL~RMFIT(/JXr’HYFSOI~ETRXT. J,EAN FJ.FV4TtGN IN EACH ZONE’, 
lX.'(',48,','//, 
FGRiiAT(lX,I4,7X,EIO.4J 









I: FUNCTION - LCIFSF IS 4 tlrJDIJJ.4k TEHFFRA’IURK Fktl’ROl:FSSING RUlJTlNF 
c FIJK TNF’LJI’ I’EJ,PFKAI,JRt:S FXFRt’SSEn 4s HFIX-MlN OR 
c TFHFEkAlURES NO1 ALkE4JJY 1N UFGkFF'-ll4YS OK FX- 
C lRhF~ll.ATED TO ECICH FIFV4TIllN ZONE, ROUTINE LAPSE 
C T4Kf’S MAX-HIN “41J.Y TFtJF’FR4lIJRF’S 1N DFGRFES FRDtJ ‘JHF 





THF ZONF ANll C(ItlFIJTtS THE TttJPERATlJRE IN IJtliktE-LIPIYS. 
IIFliRtF-JIA’IS I:4N HE I:lli,FIJTEG BY ONE IJF ‘TWO J,ETHDnS: 
MEAN OR EFFFCTIVF: tllNIHlJtl. TFMFER4TURES NrJT IN 







IIFGRIE-PAYS Ok EXTR4PIJJ.ATEn TO E4CH EJ.C'VAII"N 



















V4RI4RI E TYPE ID 
-----_ -- ---- __ 
STATN R*H I EL.EVATIIlN IIF RECORGING STATION 













ZHE4N R*R I 
XEXT I*2 I 
IRFGDY 1*2 J 
lEJlFT Rt4 II 
T R84 , 
NIJJIRER UF ZIINES 
FLAG TO INIIICPITF: IF' TFHPS 4KE J,AX-J,IN 
HAXIJ,UH TEIIFFRCITURES IN OEGREES 
t,INItJJJJ, TEtJYFkA’lUkFS IN ,rtGkEFS 
IJNI rs FL4G(mRJ.ISJi 0~ HETRIC, 
UF’THOJ, UF cGnFwTItm nErikF:F: ~4~s 
(EFFC’CTIVE I~INIJIIJJ, OR “EAN, 
‘HyFSUHPlRI(; HEAN ELEV4TIrlN GF’ F4CH ZIJNF 
FL.AG TO EXTRAFOI.ATE 10 EI.FVPITTGN ZONES 
FI. 4G To COJ~FJJT~ IwrjkCt -J,~Ys 
COJ4FUTED ‘TEtJFER4TURF: IN GEGREE GAYS 
TEtlf’EK41llRES IN GEUREES Tfl RF FRi-JCFSStwG 
07690 C EXTFRNIIL REFERENCES -- NONE. 
07700 c 
07710 c C4LLED RY -- tI4IN (GRVSN,,, 
07720 c 
07730 c COHFUTER/L4NGlJACiE - JRJ, 360191 Al GSFC/FOkTRAN IV 
07740 c 
































































































CHECK IF TEtlFERATURE 1S TO RF: C@tlFLITF~ JN DFlilltF-DAYS 
IF(InEG~Y.ER.0) GO TO SYO 
CHECK IF TttIFERATURES AKF tIAX-#IN 
IF(nAXtlJN.FG.0) 611 TO 52 
CHFCk WETHOT, OF COtlFlJlING DF(GRFF II4YS 
00 600 I=I,NI~ 
IF(t,THD.Et7.t) GO TG 22 
IF(,,TH”.E”.O) GIJ TLI 73 
‘(F~I,FL.AG.EG.O.ANO.TI5lN~I~.I.T.O.~ TnlN(I)=O.O 
IF~lIFLCIS.FQ.I.ANll.lUIN~~,.11.3~.~ TH1N(It~32.0 
COt,FUTE TEMFFRATURF TN DEGRFt DAYS 
T~I,l~=~~THAX~I~tlnIN~I~~/2.t-TU 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 590 
CDNTINUE 
DO 605 I-lrNl7 
IF(nTHD.EO.1) GO TO 53 










CHECK IF TEHFERATURF. IS TO BF AIJTUWATIl:Al.LY F’XTKfit’~II.CITFG TO 
El.EVATIflN ZONE. IF NllT, USE THE LAPSE RATES GIVEN AS INPUT 
IF(IEXT.ER.0) GO TCI 950 
lF~UFCAG.EQ.0) ZCON=lOO. 
IF(UFLAG.FR.1) ZCDN’lOOO. 
00 602 .J=lrNZ 
ZC(INST( J)=STATN-ZtlEAN( J) 




GO TO 990 
Cl-INTINUE 
EXTRAFOLAlE TFtlFERATUKES USING THt GIVEN ILAt’St RAlFS 
00 60s .I=l,NZ 




II0 700 I=lrND 







FUNTTI”N - FRFSNO CfltlFllTtS THF FIIEClFIl Al ION C~INTRIBIITJNG 
I’0 HIINI)Fi IN FACH El EVATIlIN TUNE 
FR”tl N,,N-SNllbl CIIVERKJl AUKAS Oh’ FROIi 1HF TflTAL 
IONS AUk A. THb Al ,;l,R.~I’Hl, F,,R COMFIJTJNG FRECIF 
FRO,!, N,,N-SNOW COVFRCII bRli:AS WAS llEVE1 OFFIl RY 
RFS,ll,R,:F CDNSIII. lFIN 18, [NC. 
COnnON Rl.O,-k VAKIARI.ES USEn- 
VARThkl. F rotinw TYF’F: IO 
_----_-_ ______ ____ -- 
T Cl.lllAl R*4 I 
86 
08690 C s CL.IrJAT R*4 I 
08700 C FKEC.IF Cl.lnAT ,R84 I 
08710 C AN “ASnAT R64 I 
087%0 C F UIITnAT R*4 0 
08730 C UFL.Ali OFTPAT 182 I 
08730 C IFR HASGAT 187 I 
08750 C 
(la700 r EXTFRNAL REFERFNCES - NONE 
08770 C 
08780 c CAI.L.EIl RY - t5FIIN 
087Y0 C 
o8ROO c COt,FUTER/L ANGlIhGF -- It,” 360,91 A’, GSC’C/FIIR’JRAN IV 
OaRlo c 





08870 DIIIFNSION RIINGF~306rRtrTtI~X(366)rTtllN(36c5t 
08880 RECIL.SH H~SIN.AREA,X,Y,SNGU.RIT(rEP 
08R90 1NTFGFR;P IKIINrM~JllFrIF’RRllN,IFI.Tr1FRlNT,IlFI.Alir~l:‘lFLGrI%fJI~E~ 




08940 C888888 CCUIII~N RLDCKS 8888** 
089SO C 
08960 COJ5”“N,Cl InAT,T~366r8~rS~366.8JrFKEl:1F~~56~5rHJ~Al:lllAl.~:466J~ 





09020 1 PII:TF~.~~,~Z”NF:~~J,T~TFLG,I~TH~~I~FROC 
09030 c 
09040 Cfl~~GN/RAS~AT/R~SIN(2),~RF~(fl),X,Y,~~~LR(~5~~.SJ.~N~3~~,8,, 























































ZFRCl OUT FRFCIFITATTGN CIKRAY FOR Ffi,-H RUN 
DO IS .I=l.ND 




00 80 J-1 ,NZ 
CHECK IF FRt’CIF INPUT IS RY ZUNF 
IF(IZONE(2).FG.O) NF’Z-1 
IF~IZONE(7~.FG.l) NFZ=J 
INITIALI%F ACCUHUI Altn SNGU TO 0 
SNOU=O.“O 
INTTlFlL 17F NON-SNOW CGVFKEI, (SNIIWO, #,I,,> TIlTAl S,:cI (SN”C,~) 
‘I” 0 





CHFCk UHlCH FRFCIF tIETHIll~ T” USt’: IPR=O IS FGR 
NUN-SNOW CflVERE0 AREAS ANn tFR;I IS FOR TOTAL AREA 
CO”FUTF RIINGFF FPlCTOR 
R=TZ8AN(IrJJ 
CHECK IF ANY FRECIFITATIUN IN ZONE 
IF NG FRk’C(FITATION THEN CH6l:K SNOW TO RF: J,EL.‘IEII 
IF~~~S~FRC’CIF~IrNF2~t.L.T.D.~O~~~~, GO 11, I2 
CHECK FOR SNOWFALL IN ZDNE 
IF ‘IFtiFERATlJRE 15 L.ESS THAN TNFIIT CRITICAL TEJ5FERATURE 
THFN TREAT FKECIFIThTIGN +lR SNIIUFALL 
IF(TZ.GT.TCRIT(I)) GO TI, 11 
ACCUHLII ATF SN(IYFIII.1. IN ZIJNF: TO RF tlFI.TFn LA’IFR 















































SET COt,FUTED FRECXP TO 0 AND C4l.C.IJL4TF. FkF:ClP FOR 
RIINOFF FRGH NON-SC4 
F(I,.l)=O.O 
GO TO 90 
ASSIGN INPUT FKECIF TU CGHFLllEIl YKECIF 
P(IrJ)=FkECIP(lrNF%) 
CHECK FRECIFIT4TION IN ZONE TO RE HELTED 
IF~~4RS(SNOU).LT.O.OOOOlDO) 011 TO 90 
CHECK TEHFERATURE IN zrlNErr;4i.cui.4TF: RUNOFF wwn PkFcIP 
“EL.0 ANll CGNFUTL AllOllNT IIF SNGU TO PE MELTEn 
IF(TI.LT.O.DO) 01, TO 90 
6r=R*,l.-SNoWl~ 
IF,R.GT.SNOW) GO TII 13 
F(I,J)=F(I,.J)~EF 
SET ACCLlMUl.FITED SNllU TO SNOW NINIIS RIINOFF 
SNOW=SNOW-R 
GO 711 90 
CALCULATE EXTRA RUNOFF FRGti FkCClF HtLa 
C,,“FUTc: FRFCIFIl’ArIllN FRlltl SNllW 4CCUMULATt:lJ ANO TOTAL sC4 
ANn RESET ACCUHULATEn SNOW TII 0 
F(I,J)=F,I,J)t~SNUW8(1.-SNOWl)) 
SNOW=O.O 








10070 c FUNCTION - THIS RllllTlNF CGllFIITES THE FREDICTEI~ S’lktAM RIINIIFF 
BASED ON THE SNflWHEI..‘I-RIINOF’F HGl,EL ERII4TIONS BY 
RANG,1 ANll HAk'lINEC. RIINGFF CAN RE cnnruTm IN FORC~ST 











































COl,,,ON RLOCK VPlRIARLES USEn 
VARIABLE COf4HON TYPE IO 
___-_--_ ------ ---- -- 
T CL.ID4T R84 I 
S CL 11141 R*4 I 
F OUTnAT R*4 I 
RNFl X OUTIIA’I’ R*4 0 
nT1.R RASQAT R84 I 
AN RASIJAT k84 I 
Xl OlJTnAT R84 0 
AREA RASIIAl RtR I 
X RASDAT R88 I 
Y RAs.1~41 R*H I 
ND Cl. I n4T I$4 I 
NZ RASnAl 184 I 
cs RCl.Sll4T R84 I 
CR RASnAT k84 I 
UFI.4G GFTnAT IS:! I 
ACTUAL CL IL141 KS4 I 
I%ONE GFTOAT 187 I 
HOnF OFTUAT I*4 I 
FDR GAGE Rt4 I 
FDM? GAFF. R*4 I 
ONS GAGE R8R I 
EXTFRN41 RFFFRFNCFS -- 
IOUT - ,lT?L I’IY ROllTTNF TIJ GUlFlIT kt:Slll.~lS IN WIINTHLY AHn 
n4IL Y FlIRi,AT. 
CIllL.FD RY -- N4IN 
CO,,FUTFR,L 4NGUAGF-- IS” 360/91 4.1 ,~SFC/F,lRTR4# IV 




10520 DIliENSIUN Z~H)rHUNIIF(366,4) 
105YO c 
10540 REAL*,, AK~~,GNS,ASL~~~CUV,FKIJNI~F~:~~~~~H~SINIAREA,X,Y,S~~HRG 
10550 I~rt:lim*x JRIJN~~IJGE~IPRRIJN~IPL.‘~~~PR.~NT,IJFL.RG.~CTF~G,I~GNE~ 
10560 1 IGTFI.G,HTHG~IT~ROC,IFR,IU~~.~~~R~JFIG,CGFL.G~~~TFI.I.IGF~.G 
10570 INTEGER*2 FUF1.G 
IOSHO C 
105?0 c 


































































ZERO OUT RUNOFF RRKAY FOR FACH RIJN 





INITIALIZF RUNOFF ANG CHFCK UNITS FLAG 
IF~UFLAG.ER.0) CGV=O.OiD0/86400.G0 
IF(UFl.AG.EO.1) CGV=o.0833DO/R6400.G0 
CO,,R,NE SNOY CIJVER AN,) FKECIYlTATlflN GATA AND AI~ClJHlJl.A’IF: 
FUR EACH ZONE. 
NnAY=O 
CHECK FOKCAST IlOGE 
IF<HOGE.EG.lJ NDAY=7 
no 3 I=lrNn 
nsun=o, no 
III-J 2 .J=lrNZ 







COMPUTE SNGUHELT JJEPTH IN EACH 7GNF 
RUNOF~Jr.lJ=AN~IrJ~:Z~.IJ~S~Ir.JJtp’(lr.lJ 
CHECK RUNOFF COEFFICIENTS FOR RAIN OR SNOU (CR OR CS) 
IF(CR(IJ.EQ.O.0) CHl=CS(I,NI;7) 
IF(CR(IJ.GT.O.0) CRt=CR(I) 
COilPUTE SN0UIIEI.T RUNOFF 
ASUH=ASUMtSUllRO 
CONTINUE 
COHFUTE RECESSION CGEFFICIFNT FUR RASIN 
ARG=l.nO-(X*QNS**Y) 
IF(I.EO.1) PRUNOF(IJ=GNS 
CHECK FOR STREAMLOU LAG 
CHECK IF STREAilFLUW LAG IS FRIlli PREVIOIIS(GAY N-l J RUNOFF 
0R FROM nRY N-Z RIINOFF 
IF(FIIR(IJ.FR.0.) FRlJNflF~I~=PlJ~2~IJ~PRUNllF~I-l~t~l.-pl~fl2~I~~~ 
PRUNUF( I, 

































































IF IN FORECAST nrJnF SUHS~ IT~JTE IHF: RUNOFF VALUF FlJR THF 
NEXT GAY NIrH THE ACTUAL RUNOFF VALUE EVERY SEVENTH GAY 
1F~NllAY.FO.I) GO TO 850 
GNS=GNFlX(I) 
GO TO 900 
IF~NDAY.GT.N~J NDRY=Nn 






URITE PREnlCTED STREAtlFLOU FUR EACH ZUNF 




































FUNCTION - Goon CO~IFUTES THF NASH-~lii-CLIFFE GrrrJnNfss rJF FIT 
ACTUAL VrJLUME fiNa THF. PER CENT SEASONAL LIIFFERFNCE 
tlEASUHE AND CALCIJLATES THE TOTAL SIIIUILATED AND 
RFTUEEN ‘ItiF +xrlJa. ANS sInlJLRTEn STREAM RuNI~FF. 
ARGUMENT L.IST - 
VARIARLE TYPE IO DESCRXPrION 















RL4 I ARRAY UF sTnuLRwn STREAH RIJNOFF DATA 
RI!4 I ARRAY OF AClIIAl. Sl’REPlM RUNOFF GATA 
ND 1*4 I NllllRER UF SNllYHELT GAYS 
OUTPUTS: 
XNSR3 - NASH-SIITCI. IFFF. GOlJnNESS OF FI’I NEASIJRF 
VIII. - ‘TOTAL VGLUtiF: OF CllHFUrED STREAM RUNOFF 
Plsun - TUTAL VrJL.UHF OF ACTIJAL SlREAM KIJNOFF 
Fix - PER CENT SEASllNAL DIFFERENCE RETUEEN RCTUAL 
AND SINUL AlEn STHEAH RUNOFF 
ANEAN - NEAN ClCTlJAL STREAM RlJNOFF 













CAl.L.En RY -- tIAIN. 
COMPUTER/LANGUAGE - JRH 360/91 A’I GSFC/FGRTRAN IV 

























































CONFUTE NEAN AND TrIl’AL ACTIJAI. Sl’RtAtlFLOY 
ASutl=O.O 
DO 10 I=lrND 





CALCULAIF: TOTAL VOLUNE 
v01.=0.0 
no 50 1=1rND 








no 30 I=l,Nn 





C”“FUTE SFASr,NAI. n1FFERENCE 
FCT=((ASLlK-VGL~/ASLl~~*lOO. 
URITE(br6500) FTT 
FflRHAT(/’ TUTAL CGNFUlEn VOI.UtIE= ‘rFl:i*4r/ 
’ NEhN CGIIFUTED VOI.UIlP- ‘,F15.4//) 
FORHAT(/’ GOUnNESS OF FlT tlEASURF=‘rFlS.4//) 
FORMAT (// ’ TOrAIL ACTUAL STREANFLOW=‘rF15.4r, 
’ HEAN ACTUAL STREAtlFLGU= ‘.Fl!i.4//) 







12970 c ================ ___=___ ======= _ =_=____=.___....____ ___ . .._..-.._= _zi ==_= 
12950 C 
12940 C FUNCTION - IrJIJT IS 6 IJlILIlY RUIITINE TG PRINT 11111‘ NUN1HI.Y 
12950 c ANB I)AIl.Y VALIIES IN TARULAR FGRil FOR VPlRIOlJS 
12960 C SNOWNFL 1 
12970 C 
129HO C 



















1 .3 1 HO ; 


































RlJNrrFF tIUI.IFL FARANETFRS. 
OESCRIFTTON 
---_--_---- 
NUNRER OF ZGNES IN RASIN 
RASlN N4tIE 
MODEL YFAR 





SNllU l:OVERC@ AREA 
PRt.CIFITAlION tIF.THOn 
TIFFTH RI %I,NE 
1IAII.Y S lRE.htl RUNUFF 
PCTIJAI. STRFAN RIINOFF 





















































RUNOFF CGEFFlCIENTS FGN RAIN 
FRECIPITAJUN CGNTRIDUTING TO RIJNGFF 
IJNl TS FL AR 
FLAG IF lENPiRATllRE,PRECIPITP.TInH AND SNOW 
CDVERFD AREA IS TO BE OIJTPUT 
FLAG IF DATLY AND ACTIJAL STREAM RUNOFF IS TO 
“1lTPllT -- -. 
FLAG JF RUNOFF CGEFFICIENTS.DEGREE DAY 
FACTORS AND PRECIPlTAT1GN JIETHOD INDEX 
ARE TO HE GJJTPUT 
FLAG IF LAPSE RATE &ND CRITICAL 
TEJIPERATURE IS TO SE OUTPUT 
FLAG IF MAX-B~NwCRTITCAL TEHPS ARE TO 
BE OUTPUT 
FLAG IF DFPTH BY ZIJNE AND COtJPUTED 
PRECIPITATIGN CONTIDUTING TO RUNOFF 
ARE TO SE OIJTPIJT 






LANGUAGE/COHPUTER - FORTRAN IV/IEtl 360/91 A'I BSFC 
PROGRAllJlER/UESIGNFR - 0. MAJGRf RESEARCH I, DATA SYSTEHS,INC. 
13510 c 
-_.__ 13520 CI--=ll-5.=i=L=-=====II==III...L=IES==li=======~=~=~----~~~~==-----~---~ ..--__ . . - 
13530 c 
13’540 REALGE BASIN(ZJrCMP.IICT.TXITN 
13550 INTEGER*2 IZONE~~~~~~FLAGIIGFLG.ROFL.G,I:I~F~.GIDTFLG,KPR~~~~~R~~ 
























































UATA ARENAJi/‘A’r’B’.‘C’ r’D’r’E’r’F’r~G’.‘H’, 
DATA Ji0(1)/4HJAN / 
DhTA H0(2>/4HFED / 
DATA H0(3)/4HMAR / 
DATA tJ0(4)/4HAPR / 
DATA MG~SJ/4HMAY / 
DATA Jl0(6)/4HJUN / 
DATA H0~7J/4HJlIL / 
DhTA JiO(SJ/4HAUG / 
DATA tJ0(9)/4HSEP / 
DATA H0(10)/4HOCT / 
DATA t$fl(11)/4HNOV / 
OArI? H0(12~/4HDEC / 
DCIT4 Cl/Ic?F’CS ‘/ 
DATA AA/lZ*‘AN ‘/ 
DATA TX/lZ*‘tlAX TEMP’/ 
mrb TN/l%*‘#IN TFNP’/ 
D#lTFI TC/J 7*‘TCRl ‘/ 
nn rA CRl/IP*‘CR ‘/ 
DATA DT/J2*‘DTl.R’/ 
IIA I.4 PHE/lZ*‘FR ‘/ 
DATA TJ /13*‘@D ‘/ 
n41n P1/12*‘FRFC’/ 
II 0 T A SN/J%~‘SCh ‘/ 
nnrn CNF/l’*‘CGJtFUTED’/ 
II Ft T A RCT/l7t’hCTUAL ‘1 
DArA F2/12S’CPRE’/ 
DAT4 DY/12:‘DPTH’/ 































CHFCK IF MORE THAN I YEAR 1 S MINI1 tIOlJF’I.I.En 
IFlIENt5TH.LE.12) IY=IYEAR 
IFlIENt5rH.GT.lZ) IY=IYEARtl 
LOOP OVER NIJMRFR OF ZGNES 



























GO TO JO0 
CHECK IF FOFLG FOR CUt,PII1’F.‘lJ FRECIP OIJTPUT 
CONTINUE 
IFlFOFLG.FO.0) GO TO 105 
CHFCK COFLG FUR WJTPUT PARAHETERS 










CHECK IF INPUT IS RY ZONE ANU UKITE OIJT HEAIIEK IHFORliATlON FGR 
RI,N,,FF COEFFICIEN~IS5CS) r,WGREE ,lAY FhCIORSlAN) Atla TFilFERhTURE 








Is- To- 306 








CHECK DTFLG FOR OUlFIJT FAKAHElt RS 




14600 URITE(b.lOlIt (UTl~N),TClIN),IN-I.Nnl) 
14610 GO TO 300 
14620 101 CONTINUE 
14630 C 
14640 C CHECK IOFLG FOR OUTPUT FARAt,ETtRS 
14650 c 
14660 IF(IflFLG.ER.OJ GO TII 110 
14670 .I?=J 
146HO C 























WRITE HEAnER lNFORt,ATlrJN FOR TE~FERATIJR~~T~rPRtCIFlTATION 





GO TO JO0 
CONTINUE 
CHECK ROF1.G FOK IIIJTPIJT FARR41 FRS 
IF(ROFLG.FO.1) GO TO 130 
IF(TllFl.G.EO.1) GO TO 131 
GO TO 300 
URITE HEAIJER INFORt5ATlON FOR SItllILPh’EJJ RIJNcJFF (5INFlXt ANn ACTUAL 
lACTUI\L) IMTA 
14910 c 
14910 130 URITEl6r2001J 
14930 URITFlA,3000) RnSINrIYFAR,l~UlKltrK~=ISlKTH.~FNL~J 







~$0 TO 300 















I :i J 3 (8 
15140 







































































CHECK FLAGS FOR URITING Dfi‘l'A IP OVER 6 HUNTHS DAlA AVAILAHLE 
LOOF FOR NllHRtR OF DAYS IN HnNTH 
DO IO IIl=1r31 
IWICH-ID 
IS=ISTMTH 
DG 15 Ih=l.NllGNTH 
CHECK Pmi I; FOR OIJTPIJT DATA FINIJ Si.mK nuT DAYS WHERE 
No "AlA IS AVAILABlE 
IFIFOFLG.EG.O~ GrJ T0 155 
IFIHODIIY,4).Efl.O~ GO 'TO 81 
IFlIS.E".2."R.IS.E".I4.~~~J.I~.~i~.~Y~ DO TO 156 
IFIIO.UT.NDAYSIIS)) GO TU 156 
GO TO 180 
AoIlti)=999999. 
BOIJH)=9999Y9. 
GO rfl 180 
CONTINUE 
CHECK CnFlG FOR OUTPUT IJATA ANIi BLANK OUT DAYS WHFRF: UA'rA IS 
NOT AVAILABLE 





fF(mn(lY14).m.~~ Go rn 82 
IFlIS.E~~.2.0R.IS.EG,I4,~l~~,l~.li~-.~Y~ GO TU 1!11 
IFIID.GT.NOAYSlIS~) ($0 'III 151 





GO TO iE0 
CONTINllE 
CHECK DTFLG FDR OLIFUT ANJJ BLANK 11111 DCLYS WHERF NII DATA 
IS ~VAI1.ARI.E 
IFIDTFLG.EC~.O~ GU TO 161 
AOIIM)=~TL.RIIWICH,.I~ 
BOIIli)=TCRITIIW1CH~ 
IFlHOnIIY,4).EG.O) GO TO 162 
IFIIS.EG.2.0R.IS.ER.l4,~NlJ.~~J.~i~.~Y~ NO TIJ 163 
IFIID.GT.NDAYSIIR)) GO TO 163 
GO To 180 
AOIIH)=999999* 
ROlItl)=999999. 
GO ro 180 
CONTINUE 
CHECK JOFLG FrJk OUTPUT DATA 4Nn RI.ANK OUT DAYS WHFRE NIJ DATA 
IS AVAILABLE 




IFI,,O~IIY,4).ER.Q) G0 TO 83 
IFI.~S.FI1.?.OR..IS.~R.l4.AND.I~.I;F:.~9, GO TO 171 
IFIJ~.RT.NI8~YSIIS~~ GIJ 10 171 




So TO >a0 
CONTINUE 
15810 c 
15870 c CHFCK ROFIF FOR llUTFuT IIA'IA AN,., Rl.,?NK 0111 DfiYS UHFIRF UAIPI IS 
15RJd c NllT Ati, ABI E 
15R40 c 
15l3:.0 IFIRoblG.FR.0) Gil TO lR7 
15860 AOIIN)=GNFlXIIWIl:H~ 
15R70 ROIIYI)~ACTIJAI. IIWICH) 
15880 IFlI~O~IlYr4~.FG,O) GO I'0 84 









































IF(IG.GT.NGAYS(IS)) GO TO lR1 
GO TO 180 
AO(IH)=9999999. 
RO(IN)=9Y99999. 
GO TO 180 
CHECK TOFLG FOR GUlFiJT DATA AND RILANK 0111’ GAYS UHF.RE 
NO “AT.4 I8 hVA1LARI.E 
JF(TflFLG.EQ.0) GG TG 180 
Afl( IH)=TliAX(IUICH) 
RO(Itl)=TMIN(IbJ1CH) 
IF(,,GG(IY,4).ER.O) GO TO 85 
IF~IS.EO.?.flK.IS.EO.l4.~NG.I~.~~~.~Y~ (ill TO IFJJ 
IF(IG.GT.NDAYS(IS)) GO ‘TU 183 




IF(tlOG(IY,4).ER.O) GO TG 70 
IF(IS.EG.2.0R.IS.ER.l4) GG TO 71 
GO TO 70 
NDY=NOAYS(IS)-1 







CHECK F0FL.G AN,‘! OUTFIJT DATA 
IF(FOFLG.EQ.0) GO TO 199 
IF(1FLAG.EQ.G) UR1TE(6~9009) IGt(AO(K)rSG(K)rK=lrK~NG) 
IF(IFLAG.ER.l) URlTE(6.9009) IGr(AG(K1~rR(I(K1~r 
16290 1 Kl=7,NHONTH) 
16300 GO TO JO 
16310 199 CONTINUE 
16320 C 
16330 C 
16340 C. CHECK COFLG AND OIJTPUT GATA 
16350 C 
16360 IF(CGFLG.EO.0) GO TO 210 
16370 IF(KFLAG.ER.0) URITE(6r55OGi KGr(AG(K)rRG(K)rCG(K),IGfl(K). 
163HO 1 K=l ,KFNG) 
16390 IF(IF,.A".E".1~ URITE(6.5500) IIJr~A~l~Kl~rRG~Kl~rO~Kl)r 


















IF(GTFLG.ER.0) GO TU 721 
.JC(IFLAG.EO.OJ WRIIF.(6r:iOll) ~Gr(A~l(K)rRG(K)rK~lrKENd) 
IF(IFL~G.ER.lJ bJRITF(6rSOIl) IGr(A(J(KI).~O(Kl)rK1~7,f~N~JNTH) 
GO ‘TU 10 
CONTINUE 
CHECK JGFLG ANG GIJTFUT GfiTA 
IF(IOFLG.EQ.0) GO TG 220 
IF(1FLAG.EG.G) llRITE(6r6000) IGr(AG(K)rRG(K).CG(K)r 
K=l,KENG) 
GO TO IO 
CONTINUE 
CHECK DTFLG AND GlJlFlJl DATA 
16SHO IF(IFL.AG.FR.1) URllF(6r6OOO) II~r(Ar~(Ki~rRr~(K1),r;r~(K1), 
16590 1 Kl-7rNllGNTH) 
16600 GO TO 10 
16610 220 CGNTINIJE 
166ZG c 
16630 C CHFCK RflF1.G AND GIJTF’UT GATA 
16640 C 
16680 IF(ROFL.G.EQ.0) GIJ TG 230 
16660 IF(IFLAG.EQ.1) GG TO 40 
16670 IF(UFLAG.ER.~) UKITF:(6,7OOO) IlJ,(ArJ(K)rHrl(K).K=JrKEN~) 
16680 IF(UFLAG.EO.0) URJTE(6r7001) XGr(AO(K),RG(K),K;l.KEND) 
166YO 40 IF<IFl.AG.Fl3.O) GO TO 10 
16700 IF(UFl.hG.ER.1~ URlTE(6r7000~ IG.(&G(KI~,RG(Kl~rKl-7rNnnNTH~ 
16710 JF(IJFLAG.ER.0) URITE(6r7OOl) IlI,(A~J(Kl~rRG(Kl).K~=7.N~~JNlH) 
16720 GO VU 10 
16730 230 CONTINUE 
16740 c 
16750 C CHECK TGFLG ANI) GIlTFlIT GAlA 
167AO c 
16770 IF(TGFLG.EG.0~ GG TU 237 
16780 IF(IFl.AG.EG.0) URTTE(6,9000) IGr(AG(K),BG(K)r 
16790 1 K=l ,KENG) 
95 
16ROO IF(IFLAG.E”.lJ UKITF(6,9OOO) Illr~All~Kl~rHII~Kl~r 
16810 1 K1=7rNt,UNTHJ 






































































CHECK ALL FI.AGS AGAJN ANG GUTFlJl GATA FOR CJVEK 6 HUNTHS 
IF(IFLAG.E”.IJ GO TU 51 
IF(lGATZ.ER.1) IFLAG=IFLAGtl 
IF(IJ.IATZ.ER.0) GO TO 51 
IENH%=IENfJtl 
IF(FOFLG.EQ.0) GO TII 399 
URITE(6rl2OlJ 
GO TO 5 
-CONTINUE 




GO TO 5 
CONTINUE 




GO TO 5 
CONTINUE 




GO TO 5 
CONTINUE 




GCJ TO 5 
CONTINUE 




GO TO 5 
JF(COFL.G.E”.lJ GO TU 80 
IF(RGFLG.E”.lJ GO rG 999 





FlJRtlAT(//5Xr’RANGO-tiART1NEC NOGEL FGR ‘r2A8,2X,‘YEAR=‘rIS// 






FORHAr(//5X,‘RANGO-HARTXNEC HOOEL FGR ‘r2AB,ZX.‘YEAR=‘rIS// 
FOR~AT~1X,I7rlX,6~F6.2~lX~FS.?~lX,FS.3,2X~J 





17500 7000 FGRKAT(lX,12,lX,6(F6.0,4X,F.5.0,4XJJ 
17510 7001 FORtiAT(lX,I%rlX,6(F7.3,?X,F7,3,4X~J 
17.520 9000 FGRtlAT(lX~I%r2X,6(F6.%~3X,F6.%,~XJJ 

















1701 FORtiAT(/SX~‘GAIl Y SNOU DEPTH RI ZONE IN CM,Mtt%(IWTHJr 
I nA11.y cotwuwO FRECIP CONTRIRUTING TO RUNOFF(CFREJ*/J 
1001 FORHAT(/5Xv’PFGRET-GAY FACTGKS(AN)rRUNOFF COEFFICItNlS FGR 
1 SNIIN(C?J)r FUR RAIN(I:RJ, FRECIF HETHOD(FRJ’/J 
1501 FORHAT(/SX, ‘GAILY TEIIF IN WGKEE-l>AYS(DJJ), lNPlJ1 YKECIF(PKtCJ, 
1 SNUU COVERED AREA IN %(SCAJ’/J 
7001 FORHAT(/SX, ‘l.AFSE RATE(GTLRJ, CRllICAL lENFt’RATIJKF(TCRTJ’/J 
2002 t’ORHAT(/GX, ‘GAXLY CI1IlFUTEI, AND ACTUAL SNDUMELT RUNOFF DATA’,) 





r _ -_.. ., - 





































PACKAGE TU Fl.Wr ACTUAL AND SIMULATE@ STREAK 
RUNOFF AS A FIJNI:TlON OF SlKCAH DISCHARGF VS. 
NUl,St:R UF SNDUHELT nAYS. 
ARGUHENT LIST - 
VARIABLE TYPE IO nESCRIPTlON 
---_---- ---- -- _---------- 
“NFIX Rt4 III ARRAY GF SIHULATEI) STREAM RIINGFF DATA 
ACTUAL R*4 In ARRAY 0~ ACTUAI. STREAK RIII~OPF 
Xl Rt4 III ARRAY UF SNGURELT nAYS 
N D 114 I NUtIRER Ok SNrlUtlELT DAYS 
IIFLAG I$% I lJNI.rS FLAG: O=HETRIC lJNITS,l=ENGLISH UNITS 
ACTFLG 1t7. I ACTIJAI. nATA FLAG: O=Nl-l ACtUAI. nATA 
AVAILARLE,l=ACTIIAL DArA AVAIL.ARLE 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES -- 
PLOT1 - FRFLOl ROUTINE TO DElERllINF: FLOT SCALE FACTrlRS ANJJ 
llIHt:NSIONS UF L.F.NG.rH ANO UInTH UF PLOT IliAGE. 
PLOT;! - FRFLCIT RnilTINF. crlNsTRUcTs GRIDI InAm IN CURE. 
mm - FRPl..G1’ RGUTINE POT8 SPECIFIED CHARACTER IN FGSITION 
CORRESPONDING Trl VAI.IJF(SJ DF X ANn Ye 
FL014 - FRFLGI ROUTINE URITES IHAGE GF CGliFLETEn GRAPH ON 
UNIT FT06FOGl. PRINTS LABEL FUR rJN1IINAl.F: ON LEFT 
EDGE OF PLOT. 
cAL1.m BY -- flAIN 
COHPUTER/L.ANGUAGF -- IHtl 360/91 Al GSFC/FORTRAld IV 






























































FGRliAT( ’ SURRGUTINE PLOT ENTERED’ J 
SCAL F. AClUAI. AND FKEDIClEIl STREAM FLrlY IF IN FNG. IINITS 




IF(UFLAG.E”.lJ GO TG I%0 
130 .ru 130 




GO TO 131 
CGNTINIJE 
no 6 IP-J,N[I 
ACTPLT(I%J=ACTlJAL(IZ) 
CONTINUE 
SET UP PLOT FOR Nllt,RFR OF DAYS .LF. 100 
IF(Nn.L.E.100) 00 Trl IO 




CAL.lL PI.OTZ(liRInlr100. .O.,SO..G. 1 
ND1 =NIJ-1 
CALL. FlGT3(‘~‘rXl(l~r”NPlX(l)rNn) 
IF(ACrFL.G.E”.OJ GO TO II 
CALL FLOTJ(‘,‘rX~rACTFl.T.N~J 
.IF(UFLAG.E”.OJ CALL PI.GT4(1H,‘CIIRIC l$FTFRS/RFC’, 
IF(lJFLAG.FR~l, CALL. FL@T4(3H, CURJC FFET/Shl: Sl:AI.EII RY 100 J 
URITE(6.9) 
FORllAT( //30X, ‘*=Cilt,FIITEn .;ACTIIAI. ’ ) 
URITF(6rR) 
FORliAT(‘C’,///////J 




























































































SET UP PLOTS FOR NUNfJER OF DAYS .LF:. 200 
IF(N~.GT.Y00.4N~.N~.LE.2OO) GO TO SO 






IF(ACTFL.G.EG.OJ GO TO 35 
CALL. FL.[IT3( ’ . ‘rXlrACTFLT.100) 
IF(lJFL4G.EO.O) CALL Pi.Gr4~lR,‘CllSIC HETERS/SEC’J 
IF(UFLAG.EG.1) CALL FLGT4(7H, ‘CURIC FEET/SEC SCIILEJI HY 100’) 
URJTE(6.9) 
YRITE(L,BJ 





IF(4CTFLG.EU.O) GG IIJ 45 
NII2=(NII-100)+1 
c41.i. PLoT3( ’ , * rX1~100Jr4CTFLT~100JrNOi) 
IF(UFLAG.EO.OJ CALL FLOT4(lH,‘r;UHlC HF.TFRS/SEl:‘) 




SET UP PLOTS FOR NUMRFR OF DAYS .LF, 300 
IF~ND.GT.2OO.4l~D.ND.L.E.300J Grl TO 50 






IF(ACTFLG.ER.0) GO ‘111 55 
C4L.L FL llTS( ’ . ’ ,X1,4CTFLT,lOOJ 
IF(lJFLAG.EG.0) C4L.L FLOT4(lGr’CURIC liETERS./REC’) 
IF(IJFLAG.FG.lJ CALL FLOT4(PR, ‘CIJHIC FEET/SEC SCALED RY 100’) 
URITE(6.9) 
URITE(6rRJ 
FLGT RtTUEEN D4YS 100 AND 200 
CALL. FL0T1(0~10.10,10.10) 
CALL FLllT2(GRI~lr200.r100~,5O.,O.J 
CALL. FLoT3(‘t’rXl(lO0JrGNFlX~~OOJ.lOJ J 
IF(ACTFLG.EG.OJ GO TO 65 
CALL. FLOTJ( ’ . ’ rXl~100Jr4CTFLT~l00Jr101) 
IF(UFL4G.EO.O) CALL FLGT4~lH,‘CIJRIC llETERS/SEC’) 
IF(UFLAG.EG.lJ CALL. FLOT4(78r’CURIC F’EF.TS/Sf:C SCALEI I?Y 100.‘) 
WHITE(6r9) 
URITF(6.R) 





IF(ACTFLF.FR.0) GO TII 75 
Nr.I2~~Ntl-701~)+1 
CALL. FL OTJ( ’ . ‘,Xl(200Jr4CTFLT(%OO),HI1) 
~F(llFl.41i.t:G.O) C41.C PLOT4(1Hv’CURIC METERS/SEC’) 




SET UP PI OTS FrJR NIlnRER O+ n4YS RtTbJEE,, ;(OO ANU 365 
IF(ND.GT.300.4N~.N~.I k.366) GO TO 70 




C4L.L PI OT2~~JR1~1,100.,0.r50.,0.~ 
CALL FLGT3(‘~‘,X!.(3),I~NF’lX(;‘),9YJ 
IF(4l:TFl.lj.EG.O) GO ‘Tll 85 
CAL.1 F’L OT3( ’ . ‘rX1,Ar;TFLT~lOOJ 
.lF(UFLAG.~G.OJ C4I.I. Fl.flT4(1R, ‘CIJRIC MFTFRS/SFC’J 




i ! !’ 













































tF(ACTFl.G.EO.0) GO TO 95 
CALL. PLoT3(‘. ',X1~100~,4CTP~T~l~0~rl~l~ 
IF~,,FLAG.EG.oJ C4L.L FLflT4(1H.‘ClJRIC HETERG/SEC’J 
IF(LlFL4G.FO.l 1 CALL PLOT4(ZH. *cuSir; FEET/SEC SCALEJJ HY loo.‘, 
URIIE(6rYJ 
URITE(6.8) 
PLCIT *FTUEEN 200 4m 300 n4ss 
C4LL. PL0T1(0,10.10,10,10) 
1:Al.L Pl,OIZ~GRID1.300,r2OO. r50. ~0. J 
C41.1. FLOT3~‘~‘rX1~700~.QNFlX~~O~~.l~l~ 
IF(4CTFL.G.EU.O) GG TO 105 
C4LL. FLOT3(‘.’ ,X1(20OJr4CTPLT~.?OOJr101) 
IF~UFLAG.EQ.oJ CALL PLOT4~lSr’CURIC METERS/SEC’) 
IF(UFL.4G.ER.lJ CALL. PLOT4(2S,‘CUHIC FEET/SEC SC4I.EJ.l XY 100’) 
WRITE(6r9J 
URITE(6,RJ 





IF(ACTFLG.EO.0) GO TG 115 
NKIZ!=(NO-300)+1 
CALL. PLOTJ( ’ . ‘rXi(300)rACTFLT(3OO)rNal) 
IF~IJFL~G.EG.o~ CALL ri.or4(1~~‘CuRIc IIETERS/SEC’J 







. . . ,.._--..-....-._.....--.--. ..-...----.-. , _ __ . . . 
I 
SUDROYllNE PRPLOT 
PETE S”I**“EER sUHllER 1966 “AT” I CO”, IO OEFC NAM 




LOSICILII “C rHC/‘-‘/.“C,‘,‘,,,L,’ ‘/ 
I. , HF,‘F’,.HFI,‘.‘,,“F2,‘.‘, 
DATA “w’r’, 
04T4 “CIZ4FI 
LOOICALSI FOSI‘,9,,‘,LXAI.FS. .,Xl2lA,,~/ 
L rFOR2‘lS,/‘lIX*l, 9x121*,,‘/ 
L rFOR3~19,I“IHOF . . F , ,.I 
DATA WLOTI ,.FALSE.,r IPLOT2I.FALSE.I 













“l”BNl”“l”8”.“E.O, 00 TO 128 
E (‘014, 




U.LE.25) 00 TO 126 
E ,‘,I?, 
T.,FALEE. 










IF~“D”.LE.,20, 00 TO ,,O 
KPLO,..FALSE. 
YRlTE ‘L,,,, 
FOR”A7‘IS.‘Y‘D,” OF ORAIPY >l?l’, 
RETUP” 
CON, INUE 










IF,.WO,. WLOTZ, 00 TO 75 
~1-“4XI‘~I.‘I”~X~.4.*‘““4x,,4~~,~”,”,r*.B,””1”,, 
IF-XI 












IF‘KPLDTPI 00 IO 312 
“RITE lC.13) 
FOflM,‘TS1’PLDT2 ““B, ,c 
COYIIYUE 
IF‘.WOI.K,LOT, RETURY 
IF‘YI;GT.O, 00 IO 31. 
KPLD,..FALSE. 
YR‘IE <*r*s, 
FDR”A,‘TS,‘PLDTS. MO2 < 
REIUR” 





IF‘D”“1.LT.D..OR.D”“Z.LT.D., 00 ,O 320 










IF,.“DT.KPLOT?, GO TO 30, 
DO ,2D ,.IIHDHP 





‘F(“OD‘I-l,YSH,.EO.D.A”D..~OI.KORD, 00 IO ,lO 
“RITE ‘drFOR2, YL.‘I”~DE‘J,rJ.~l,lZ, 
00 IO 420 
COHTIHUE 
ORDNO-‘YIIX-FLOIIT‘I-llIDHl*FSI 
“RITE 16,FORI) YL.ORDHO.‘,“ASE‘J,rJ-,,.,2, 
COWIIHUE 
IF‘KASSC, GO TO 430 











DETAILS OF TEMPERATURE PREPROCESSING SUBROUTINE PRETMP 
Table C-l. Description of parameters in temperature preprocessing subroutine PRETMP. 
Figure C-l. Process-oriented flow chart for PRETMP. 
Figure C-2. Flow diagram for subroutine PRETMP. 
Figure C-3, Source listing for subroutine PRETMP. 
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Table C- 1 
Parameter Common Type 
Units 
Metric English Description 
TMAXI TBASE R*4 
TMINl TBASE R”4 
TMAX2 TBASE R”4 
TMIN2 TBASE R*4 
THOURl TBASE R*4 
THOUR2 TBASE R*4 
Tl TBASE R*4 
T2 TBASE R*4 
DTLR BASDAT Rh4 










ND CLIDAT I*4 
NZ BASDAT 1*4 





"C OF Maximum temperature at station #l 
“C “F Minimum temperature at station #l 
“C OF Maximum temperature at station #2 
“C “F Minimum temperature at station #2 
“C “F Hourly temperatures from station # 1 
“C OF Hourly temperatures from station # 1 
OC OF Temperatures in degrees/degree-days 
from station #l 
“C “F Temperatures in degrees/degree-days 
from station #2 



















Hypsometric mean elevation of 
each zone 
Mean elevation of each base station 
Number of base stations 
Flag to indicate if temperatures are 
maximum-minimum. 
0 = Not MAX-MIN 
1 = MAX-MIN 
Number of snowmelt days 
Number of elevation zones 
Units option flag 
0 = Metric units 
1 = English Units 
Degree-day temperature computation 
flag 
0 = Mean method 
1 = Effective minimum 
Flag indicates how temperatures 
are to be extrapolated to eleva- 
tion zone 
0 = Extrapolate using predetermined 
constant 
1 = Automatically extrapolate using 
lapse rate 
Table C- 1 (cont.) 
Parameter Common Type 
Units 
Metric English Description 
IDEGDY TBASE 
ITZ TBASE 
I*2 - -- Flag to indicate if temperatures 
are to be computed in degree-days. 
0 = Do not compute 
1 = Compute temps in degree-days 
I*2 - -- Flag to indicate if temperatures 
are from single zone or all zones 
0 = All zones 
1 = Single zone 
IHOUR TBASE I”2 - -- Flag to indicate if temperatures are 
input hourly 
0 = No hourly temperatures 
1 = Hourly temperatures 
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INPUT 
. MAX-MIN TEMPERATURES 
. NUMBER OF DAYS 
. NUMBER OF ZONES 
. NUMBER OF STATIONS 
. ELEVATION OF STATIONS 
l ELEVATION OF ZONE 
l TEMPERATURE READING FLAGS 
. DEGREE-DAY METHOD 
















SUM TEMPS ’ 
FOR EACH 
STATION AND 
DIVIDE BY 24 




















Figure C-2. Flow diagram for subroutine PRETMP. 
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VYVIV SUHIIO’JTINE PRETHP~STATN,ND,NZ.ITHAX~ITHIN~TEHPT~THAXl,THINl, 




00060 C FUNCTION - PRETHP IS A HODULAR TEMPERATURE PREPROCESSING ROUTINE 
00070 c TAKES HAX-HIN DAILY TEHPERATURES IN DEGREES FROH 
00080 c EACH STATION AND EXTRAPOLATES THE TEMPERATURE TO 
00090 c THE ZONE AND COHPUTES THE TEHPERATURE IN DEGREE-DAYS. 
00100 c DEGREE-DAYS CAN BE COHPUTED BY ONE OF TUO HETHODS 
00110 c AS IlEAN OR EFFECTIVE HINIhUH. TEHPERATURES CAN BE 
00120 c INF’UT AS SINGLE SlATION VALUES OR AS’HOURLY 
00130 c TEHPERATURES. 
00140 c 
00150 c 
























































00370 c EXTERNAL REFERENCES -- NONE. 
00380 c 
00390 c CALLED BY -- HAIN (DRUSNO) 
00400 c 
00410 c COllPUTER/LANGUAGE - IBM 360/91 AT GSFWFORTRAN IV 
00420 C 





ELEVATION OF RECORDING STATION 
NUHBER OF SNOUHELT DAYS 
NUHEER OF ZONES 
DAY HAX TEHP IS RECORDED FOR EACH STATION 
DAY NIN TEHP IS RECORDED FOR EACH STATION 
HAX TEMPERATURE FOR SlATION 1 
HIN TEHPERATURE FOR STATION 1 
HAX TEHPERATURE FOR STATION 2 
HIN TEMPERATURE FOR STATION 2 
UNITS FLAGCENGLISH OR METRIC) 
HETHOD OF COMPUTING DEGREE DAYS 
(EFFECTIVE HINIHUH OR HEAN) 
HYPSOHETRIC HEAN ELEVATION OF EACH ZONE 
NUHEER OF TENPERATURE RECORDING STATIONS 
FLAG TO EXTRAPOLATE TO ELEVATION ZONES 
FLAG TO COHPUTE DEGREE-DAYS 



























CHECK NUHBER OF STATIONS 
IF(NSTATN.EO.l) GO TO 900 



































































CALCULATE ZONE CONSTANTS BASED ON HYPSOHETRIC MAN ELEVATION 
OF ZONE AND ELEVATION OF STATION 
STAINT=STATN(l)-STATH(2) 




CALCULATE TERPERATURE IN DEGREE-DAYS FOR EACH ZGNE 
DO 30 J-1,NZ 
DO 20 I=lrND 
CHECK UHICH TEKPERATURE READINGS BELONG TO UHICH DAY FOR EACH 
STATION. IF ITRP IS 1 THEN THE READING IS FOR CURRENT DAY. 









COHPUTE MAX AND HIN TEKPERhTURES FOR EACH ZONE 
THAX=ZCONST(J)S(THAXl(IXb-TNAX2(12X)) 
TliX=TiiAX1(IX~tTliAX 
NOTE: SOUTH FORK BASIN PROCESSING ONLY 
IF(J.E0.3) GO TO 40 





NOTE: SOUTH FORK BASIN PROCESSING ONLY 
IF(J.EG.3) GO TO 42 
GO TO 43 
IF(TflN.GT.TtlIN2(I2li)) TliN=THIN2(I?tl) 
CONTINUE 
CHECK IIETHOD OF COfiPUTING DEGREE-DAYS. IF HTHD IS 1 THEN USE 
EFFECTIVE KINIHIJR METHOD. IF IITHD IS 0 USE MEAN HETHOD. 
IF(HTHD.EO.l) GO TO 35 
IF(HTHD.EO.0) GO TO 25 
IF(UFLAG.EO.O.AND.TklN.LT.0.) TtiN=O. 
IF~UFLAO.EG.l.AND.TliN.LT.32.) TliN=32. 
COMPUTE TEMPERATURE IN DEGREE-DAYS 
TEtlFT~I,J)=((TliXtTtiN)/2,>-TU 
IF(TEHFT(I.J).LT.O.) TEfiPT(I,J)=O. 


































































GO TO 990 
CONTINUE 
CHECK IF TEKPERhTURE 18 TO BE COWUTED IW DEGREE-DAYS 
IF(ZDEGDY.EQ.0) GO TO 590 
CHECK IF TEHPERATURES ARE 
IF4ITHAX~l).EG.O~ GO TO 52 
CHECK METHOD OF COKPUTING 
DO 600 I=ltND 
IF~HTHD.EO.1, GO TO 22 









GO TO 590 
CONTINUE 
DO 605 I=lrND 
IF(HTHTJ.EO.1) GO TO 53 






CHECK IF TEIIPERATURE IS TO BE WTOKATICALLY EXTRAPOLATED TO 















T,LIIIC CON, L~UL 
CONTINUE 
IJ)/ZCONl 
GO TO 990 
CONTINUE 
EXTRAPOLATE TEKPERATURES USING THE GIVEN LAPSE RATES 
DO 603 J=l,NZ 





Figure C-3. (Continued) 
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